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AUSTRALIA

Challenger Takes Shelter In Higher Capital
Challenger has decided to raise capital targets to sustain its earnings base, reducing return on equity target
and deploying more cash into fixed income
-Net profit guidance for FY22 provides on significant change to asset allocation
-Carrying additional capital may be prudent given market dislocation
-Is a lower ROE an adequate return for the risk of holding Challenger shares?
By Eva Brocklehurst
The pandemic has forced Challenger ((CGF)) to reduce asset risk and preserve capital, which in turn lowers the
leverage to a subsequent recovery. In order to sustain earnings, a decision has been made to raise capital
targets.
Challenger reports a positive investment experience to date in the second half and raises its capital target,
extending the operating range to 1.3-1.7x PCA (principal component analysis) from 1.3-1.6x, while lowering its
pre-tax return on equity (ROE) target to cash +12%.
The company's net profit guidance of $430-480m for FY22 provides no significant change to asset allocation
after the full deployment of excess cash in FY21. Jarden calculates this implies more than a 15% increase on
FY21. The company expects to sustain a dividend payout of 45-50%.
Jarden envisages higher capital levels in FY21 while a $150m capital release pushes out risks beyond FY22. Life
spread margins are expected to hold at second half levels of 2.45%, as elevated cash and liquid assets are
redeployed into non-investment grade fixed income.

At first glance, Morgan Stanley assesses the lift in targeted capital is modest. Meanwhile, the bank acquisition
is on track for completion in June/July and will be rebranded to Challenger in FY23. Funds management is also
winning mandates in the UK and Challenger will open a Singapore office.
The main positive Citi derives from the investor briefing is the effort made in building up new distribution
channels amid good growth in institutional annuity sales, which appears to be the main driver of the guidance
for growth in net profit in FY22.
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Life earnings are weaker than many brokers expected while funds management is stronger. Credit Suisse
upgrades estimates for FY22-23 by 2-4% to allow for higher funds management earnings and despite the lower
life earnings.
Carrying additional capital is a prudent move, Morgans asserts, given the large impact from market dislocation
on the business. The flat life spread margin may signal it is stabilising, although the broker concedes some
market scepticism given the difficult investment conditions.
UBS downgrades to Neutral from Buy, noting the growth opportunities across institutional life sales, funds
management and the recently-acquired bank are offset by the lowering of the return on equity. Growing the
front book in life, therefore, remains an issue from a value accretion perspective, the broker suggests and the
stock is now trading at fair value.
ROE
Citi points out this is the second cut to the target ROE in two years, although accepts a more conservative
capital position reduces the risk to the earnings stream and lowers the likelihood Challenger will have to lock
in negative investment returns during market shocks, as was the case in March 2020.
Still, the broker questions whether an 8.5% post-tax ROE can be considered an adequate return for the risk of
holding Challenger shares. Citi assesses the stock is currently trading at a superficially attractive -10% discount
to book and with the reduction in the target ROE there may be reasons for this discount to remain.
Credit Suisse's analysis shows the increase in the capital target equates to a -180 basis points drop in the ROE if
it is fully funded by equity and if additional capital is invested in cash. Some asset classes are below the ROE
target, the broker points out, noting that after allocation of costs the Equity, Infrastructure and Alternatives
portfolio is at a pre-tax ROE of just 10% while fixed income is 11%.
The broker continues to believe there is upside to the ROE in the medium to longer term as credit spreads
widen, while assessing the stock is fair value at current levels. The proportion of valuation attributable to
funds management is now higher while the life business valuation is lowered to reflect a reduced post-ROE
profile of 6.7%.
The reduced guidance for ROE on the surface is negative, although Ord Minnett asserts this has improved the
resilience of the leveraged spread model when markets fall and reduces the probability of an expensive
capital raising.
The broker agrees with Citi that post tax, costs and investment experience, the ROE may not clear a
reasonable cost of capital. Ord Minnett was also hoping for faster expansion of the bank, in order to lower
group funding costs. Macquarie agrees the valuation looks fair, continuing to like the long-term growth
outlook, coupled with the capital benefits of the acquisition of a bank licence.
Although ROE targets have been lowered to reflect higher target capital levels, Jarden argues this enhances
earnings stability while markets are volatile. The broker anticipates upside risk if spreads lift off current lows
and believes Challenger is on a stronger footing heading into FY22.
Jarden, not one of the seven stockbrokers monitored daily on the FNArena database, has an Overweight rating
and $6.10 target and assesses the main risks to the outlook include lower asset yields and credit spreads, with
prolonged low interest rates affecting product demand as well as a lack of retirement reform support.
Retirement Income Covenant
The company has indicated the government is committed to the Retirement Income Covenant (RIC) with an
effective date of July 1, 2022. UBS notes, the timing around an exposure draft of the legislation has
been delayed and is now likely at the end of the year.
While the covenant is a potential positive catalyst for net book growth it does not impact the broker's view of
valuation, given front book ROE targets simply meet the cost of equity. Until Challenger can demonstrate ROE
improvement or other growth options the broker suspects such opportunities from RIC are diminished in terms
of the valuation benefit.
FNArena's database has one Buy (Morgans) and six Hold ratings. The consensus target is $5.92, signalling 12.0%
upside to the last share price. The dividend yield on FY21 and FY22 forecasts is 3.8% and 4.3%, respectively.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Is Coles Building A Moat Or Playing Catch-Up?
Short-term pains are expected to help set Coles up for long-term gains, but some brokers question whether a
major lift in capex is too little too late to play catch-up with Woolworths
-Coles' capex to refocus more on growth less on maintenance, new stores & renewals
-Benefits from new automated DCs to commence from FY25
-Normalising consumer behaviour to drive medium-term upside
By Mark Story
To avoid the risk of being left behind in the supermarkets stakes, Coles Group's ((COL)) management recently
flagged that they’re putting what CEO Steven Cain euphemistically referred to as the ‘foot down on the
accelerator’. The market is encouraged that Coles is finally trying to catch up after a period of
underinvestment relative to Woolworths.
For example, Coles' capex (capital expenditure) to sales pre-covid ratio of 2% compares with Woolworths 3.2%.
While Woolworths has had a relatively consistent reinvestment rate of 45-50%, Coles dropped its reinvestment
rate in FY20.
At its recent startegy day update, Coles outlined the key initiatives to drive longer term growth through
increased investment in areas such as data, e-commerce, technology, automation, range, stores and
sustainability. While no trading update was provided, management noted the normalisation in consumer
behaviour witnessed in early fourth quarter 2021 has continued.
Equally encouragingly, Coles' market share improved to 26.7% in April as structural shifts unwound.
Product range was also a key focus, with stores to offer a more tailored range to suit local tastes. Currently,
around 27% of stores are tailored and the company is on track to tailor 40% of stores by FY23.
Supporting the range will be ongoing expansion of the Own Brand portfolio that allows Coles to differentiate
through exclusive products. The compnay also plans to accelerate investment in Coles Local and Liquorland
renewals, and new store rollouts with a focus on high-quality locations and formats.
Management noted that its Smarter Selling cost-out program is on track to deliver $1bn savings by FY23. Coles
is also on track to deliver $550m-plus cumulative benefits by FY21, with a further $200m of benefits expected
in FY22.
Due to the increased investment, management has forecast FY22 capex to rise to $1.4bn versus $1.1bn in
FY21, while in FY22 depreciation and amortisation (D&A) is also expected to increase to $1.67bn-1.72bn.
In addition to increased capex, depreciation was impacted by the Witron Queensland site being recognised on
the balance sheet as a right-of-use asset. Depreciation will be further impacted in FY23 as both Witron and
Ocado assets begin to depreciate.
Unlike in years past, Coles has suggested that the company’s capex profile in FY22 is expected to be more
focused on growth and efficiency and less on maintenance and new stores/renewals. Overall, Coles plans to
increase its technology spend in FY22 to 1.9x of FY18.
Despite the increased medium term capex profile, management reiterated its 80-90% dividend payout policy.

4

Negative hit to near-term earnings
But the decision to increase capital investment by 30% next year by around $400m to $1.4bn has raised
shareholder and broker concerns alike, and together with an increase in guidance for D&A expense has led
some brokers’ to lower FY22-23 earnings forecasts.
Brokers recall that during its 2019 strategy day, Coles indicated capex was not expected to exceed $1.0bn
annually in peak years of supply chain modernisation (FY21/22). By comparison, capex guidance in FY22 of
$1.4bn, implies 57% growth on FY19 and 68% on FY20.
Citi’s earnings forecasts are largely unchanged in FY24 and FY25 as one-off costs roll-off, efficiencies are
realised and reinvestment in the customer begins to deliver better sales growth. But Citi has downgraded
earnings by -4% in FY22 and -8% in FY23, as the broker factors in higher D&A and a step-up in supply chain
implementation opex (operating expenditure) in FY23.
After factoring in a step up in capex, guidance around higher D&A charges and additional costs around supply
chain opex of $75m in FY22 and $160m in FY23, Citi has downgraded its Coles recommendation to Neutral from
Buy and lowered to target price to $17.20 from $18.00.
Despite higher reinvestment, Credit Suisse, like Citi, has not materially changed the broker’s outer year
earnings forecasts. The broker has downgraded Coles to Neutral from Outperform, with the target price falling
to $17.16 from $18.19.
However, Credit Suisse is less concerned about higher opex, with the broker attributing lower FY22-23 earnings
forecasts almost entirely to increased guidance for D&A expense in FY22.
Positive future returns
While Morgans expect Coles' increased investment to be negative for near-term earnings, the broker expects
longer-term benefits to be positive. Morgans assumes minimal revenue benefits in the short term, but
decreases FY22 and FY23 earnings by -6% and -7% respectively, largely on the back of updated D&A forecasts.
While near-term capex will be elevated, Morgans expects this to be supported by the strong balance sheet with
first half 2021 net cash at $38m (ex-leases).
Macquarie also reminds investors that the world has changed significantly post-covid, with Coles' balance sheet
now in much better shape. Despite being ahead of expectations, the broker expects the $1.4bn capex guidance
for FY22 to generate a positive return on capital.
Around $290m of the capex will be allocated to two automated distribution centres (built by German group
Witron) in FY22, which will represent peak-year spend.
Macquarie expects bottom-line benefits from the two Witron DCs to commence from FY25, while benefits from
5

the two Ocado Customer Fulfilment Centres are to be realised earlier from FY24. The key advantages of
Witron, notes Macquarie, include double the volume with half the footprint of a traditional DC, which incur
two-thirds of the operating costs required of a standard site.
While Macquarie has lowered the target price by -4.9% to $17.30 to reflect Coles new capex, D&A guidance
and technology investments, the broker retains an Outperform rating. Macquarie sees medium-term upside
driven by normalising consumer behaviour, comparable sales gap narrowing, improving mobility supporting
Express and an attractive valuation at 21x versus Woolworths 27x.
Is Coles playing catch-up or just differentiating?
Overall, Jarden did not come away from Coles recent update any more confident in the ability of Ocado to be
a game-changer, with little new detail provided. Jarden believes directing circa 60% of capex to growth in
FY22 and beyond is the right move for Coles.
But the broker is unsure exactly how this will put Coles in a clear 'winning' position, given it remains three years
behind Woolworths. The broker retains a Neutral rating and notes, while valuation looks attractive, there are
no immediate catalysts.
The challenge for Jarden is it remains unclear how much is catch-up versus differentiation, and believes more
investment is needed to broaden Coles' ability to capture a larger share of wallet, leveraging high brand trust
and customer reach.
Despite concerns around the increased capex profile, Morgan Stanley believes Coles is oversold and is currently
at a peak discount to Woolworths and the market. While increased D&A is also the key driver of Morgan
Stanley’s -5% FY22 earnings downgrade, the broker maintains an Overweight rating (target price $19.00).
Morgan Stanley believes Australian supermarkets are favourably poised given internal and exogenous drivers of
operating leverage, and believes Coles has the most defensive earnings mix in the light of covid across the
broker’s coverage.
Morgan Stanley notes, a lower PE multiple and a higher payout ratio provides Coles with a more attractive yield
profile versus Woolworths.
The consensus target combining seven brokers on the FNArena database currently stands at $17.49, but Ord
Minnett and Morgan Stanley are yet to respond to Coles' update.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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As Panic Wanes What's In Store For Retailing?
There were many positives generated for retailing by the pandemic. What could be short term and what could
be longer-lasting impacts?
-Several factors supporting the retail outlook remain in place
-Working from home appears to be a sticky trend
-Strong retail sales not delivering significant improvement in leasing spreads
By Eva Brocklehurst
Several positive factors remain in play for retailing, even as some pandemic-induced consumer behaviours are
scaled back. Others appear to be longer lasting.
Jarden observes the trends are consistent with a re-opening economy and should benefit views on several
stocks including Flight Centre ((FLT)), Premier Investments ((PMV)), Accent Group ((AX1)), Domino's Pizza
((DMP)) and Collins Foods ((CKF)). Restaurant bookings are also running at more than 110% compared with
pre-pandemic levels, the broker notes.
In grocery, the broker's industry discussions suggest inflation is returning and there is some gross margin
benefit to retailers as a result. The risk of a price war is reduced as all major listed operators are increasing
expenditure on supply chains, stores and service.

Jarden expects a drag will eventually occur on retail as consumption outside the home normalises slowly.
Preliminary retail sales from the Australian Bureau of Statistics for May were up 7.4%. A decline of -0.9% in
supermarket sales and -5.5% in household goods was countered by clothing, up 44.2%. Retail sales ex food and
liquor/apparel/household goods were up 20.7%.
The factors supporting a positive retail outlook are in place, Citi assesses, including substantial household
savings, the wealth affect from rising house prices and the closure of international borders, as well as a dearth
in discounting household goods because of heightened demand.
The broker prefers household goods retailers such as Harvey Norman ((HVN)) and JB Hi-Fi ((JBH)) and also
expects supermarkets will outperform. In Victoria, the May lockdown is likely to have provided a temporary
7

boost that could persist into June because of the timing of restrictions.
Yet, Jarden suggests the outlook for household goods will become more challenged amid a risk that discounting
returns in FY22, which would create sector risk when coupled with rising freight costs. Hence, the broker is
cautious about JB Hi-Fi, Harvey Norman, Nick Scali ((NCK)) and Super Retail ((SUL)).
Jarden takes a moderate view on discretionary retail, asserting risk will increase as expenditure slows and
inventory builds up. The broker expects spending on goods will soften in FY22-23 as the higher Australian dollar
and housing market factors are cycled, and expenditure shifts to services.
Jarden forecasts a -1.6% decline in 2021 household cash flow with a falling savings rate. Industry consolidation
is also expected to happen.
In discretionary expenditure the broker favours those companies that are building protection by investing in
ecosystems in order to create long-term competitive advantages. Preferred exposures for the near term
include Premier Investments, Adairs ((ADH)) and Accent.
Jarden believes the market needs to reward companies that accelerate investment if this increases their
addressable markets over the medium term. Moreover, over the next 6-18 months competition should increase
from the likes of Amazon and Catch ((WES)) amid a desire by consumers to move towards marketplaces.
Work From Home
Working from home appears to be a sticky trend resulting from the pandemic. Citi envisages this structural
change will drive increased at-home consumption going forward. Demand should be further supported by
investment in housing.
Working from home should be a structural tailwind for retailers and the trend appears relatively stable,
despite the re-opening of the domestic economy. This, in turn, is expected to result in higher supermarket
expenditure to the benefit of the grocers and drive a further wave of home office investment, to the benefit of
the electronics and furniture categories.
It should also encourage more home renovation activity and support e-commerce. Citi estimates Australians
are currently working from home around 1 day per week, up from 0.6 days per week pre-pandemic. Over the
longer term the broker expects around half the workforce will work around 2 days per week from home
on average given the structural shift that has occurred.
Shopping Centres
What about shopping centres? Macquarie recently visited three retail assets and a self-storage asset on Sydney's
northern beaches. The broker concluded there is still plenty of consumer strength in evidence.
Yet, in terms of large retail assets, Macquarie is wary that these are ceding market share and the strong sales
backdrop is not translating into significant improvements in leasing spreads. On the positive side the
covid-related rental deals seem close to finishing up, and vacancies are moderating albeit still well above
historical levels.
Macquarie prefers to play a recovery in retail property via Vicinity Centres ((VCX)) as a top pick followed by
GPT Group ((GPT)) and then Stockland ((SGP)), but remains cautious about the outlook, given cash flow
pressures from elevated downtime and negative leasing spreads.
The broker also has Outperform recommendations on Aventus Group ((AVN)), Shopping Centres Australasia
((SCP)), Abacus Property ((ABP)) Homeco Daily Needs ((HDN)) and Charter Hall Retail ((CQR)).
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Is CSL's Plasma Recovery Now Priced In?
Trends in plasma collections are improving for CSL but is the recovery being priced in?
-Reduced coronavirus cases, vaccine roll-out underpins US plasma collections
-Will the US Customs restrictions on Mexican donors impact collections?
-CSL valuation appears full to Macquarie and Citi
By Eva Brocklehurst
Is it time to re-assess CSL ((CSL))? The stock has been riding improving trends for plasma donations in the US,
outperforming the ASX200 over the June quarter.
Reduced coronavirus cases, ongoing administration of vaccines in the US, a slowdown in the third round of
government stimulus payments and higher donor fees have all contributed to improvement in plasma
collections.
A new plasmapheresis platform, which is a means of removing, treating and then transfusing blood
components, also has the potential to increase collection efficiency and support earnings growth further.

Foot traffic for around 100 US collection centres Macquarie has monitored increased over recent weeks and
these trends are expected to support improved revenue for CSL heading into FY23.
Geographically, foot traffic appears largely unchanged in Texas, Florida, Michigan, Ohio and Illinois while
improvement was noted in Georgia. Yet, US authorities appear to be stepping up regulations around plasma
donations by Mexican citizens in the US.
The US Customs and Border Protection advises it will no longer allow plasma compensation to certain
non-immigrant visa holders, and crossing the border for that purpose (to gain payments for plasma donations)
will not be permitted.
9

A large proportion of plasma donations in centres near the US/Mexican border could be coming from
non-US citizens. Citi estimates there are around 300 CSL plasma collection centres, or 4%, located in areas
that could be affected.
Yet the broker does not believe there will be any material impact on earnings and expects a continued
recovery in donations. The broker believes the plasma collection market will normalise in FY23, while risk to
the upside continues if the CSL 12 phase III trial result, due at the end of 2021, is positive.
Morgan Stanley is not so sure, suspecting the Mexican restrictions may slow the recovery and noting these
collection centres along the border are large and obtain more plasma than the average.
CSL has indicated it is working to have the decision reversed and Morgan Stanley still expects the cpompany
will grow collections around 25% in the year to March 2022.
Valuation
From a pure valuation perspective, Citi downgrades to Neutral from Buy as the stock has outperformed since
March. The stock has outperformed the ASX200 by 12% since March and is now within 5% of Citi's $310 price
target.
Macquarie has also assessed the outperformance, noting the share price is being driven by an expansion of
CSL's multiples. The current 12/24-month forward PE multiples of 45.8x/38.1x implies premiums to the ASX200
of 145%/113%, ahead of both two and five-year averages.
Macquarie downgrades to Neutral from Outperform as a result. In addition prior analysis has highlighted
competitive risks for key specialty products.
Haemophilia B
In another development, CSL partner uniQure has positive data from a phase III HOPE-B gene therapy trial
of etranacogene dezaparvovec. This trial has demonstrated sustained and durable increases in Factor IX
activity and a single dose reduced the annualised rate of bleeding by 80% while usage of replacement therapy
declined -96%.
CSL has global rights to develop and commercialise the product and Morgan Stanley estimates it may pay
uniQure more than US$2bn, which would include upfront cash, milestone payments and royalties.
The broker assesses the global haemophilia B market is worth US$1.4bn with CSL's Idelvion constituting
$US500m. UniQure is responsible for completing the study and the manufacturing of the therapy.
FNArena's database has three Buy ratings and four Hold for CSL. The consensus target is $300.19, suggesting
0.9% upside to the last share price.
See also, Treasure Chest: CSL Plasma At Turning Point? On May 5, 2021.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Citrus Blossoms For Costa Group
The expansion of citrus orchards continues apace for Costa Group, with the latest acquisition adding scale and
significant export opportunities
-Potential for greater export supply to Asian markets
-Costa consistently achieves a price premium for exported citrus
-Net profit growth expected to be marginal in 2021
By Eva Brocklehurst
Citrus is blossoming for Costa Group ((CGC)), with the purchase of a high-quality strategic asset set to
substantially increase revenue per tonne and earnings margins.
The acquisition of Queensland-based 2PH Farms for $200m will take the company's total area under citrus to
4500 hectares, up 60%, adding 30,000t of citrus production. Furthermore, this will increase to 60,000t by FY24
as trees mature, and the earlier season at 2PH Farms will increase Costa Group's supply duration to nine
months from seven.
This is a strategically sound acquisition, Citi asserts, estimating the transaction to be 4% accretive in FY21 from
a contribution of five months. 2PH generates revenue per tonne that is nearly double that of Costa and
achieves 39% operating earnings margins.
All sales are derived from mandarins of which 50% are proprietary cultivars. As a result, Credit Suisse believes
the company has bought a good strategic asset and includes the acquisition in modelling.

The acquisition will provide greater export supply to Asian markets and also enables the company to obtain
exclusive rights to proprietary varieties and a larger production scale as well as geographical diversity.
Macquarie also highlights the ability of 2PH to sell into a global market and attract premium pricing for its
niche citrus products. The implied acquisition multiple of 6.6x FY21 operating earnings is undemanding, the
11

niche citrus products. The implied acquisition multiple of 6.6x FY21 operating earnings is undemanding, the
broker asserts, and while more expensive than prior acquisitions, is understandable given the superior margins
and offshore earnings 2PH offers.
Export
Goldman Sachs believes citrus could be the next "big thing" for the company offshore as it has already
implemented an export strategy that will be complemented by the transaction. In evidence is the highly
profitable berry operations that have been established in Morocco and China. The broker envisages upside from
establishing operations and licensing the citrus rights in the northern hemisphere.
Credit Suisse agrees Australian citrus is well-positioned for export, given the southern hemisphere timing and
premium quality relative to South Africa, which is Australia's competitor for citrus to China. The proximity to
Asia also provides an advantage in terms of freshness.The broker points out Chile gained citrus access to China
in December 2019 and made its first shipments in 2020.
Peru is another country Credit Suisse believes should be watched for citrus expansion, and its season is a little
earlier than Australia's. Peru's citrus exports were up 25% in 2020 and most of its Asian exports went to Japan.
Costa is not allowing for much in the way of cost synergies but Credit Suisse points out there may be revenue
opportunities as the company has a strong distribution network in Japan and 2PH in China.
Goldman Sachs highlights perpetual access to plant breeder rights and a long-term platform to establish
offshore production and/or license these rights. Costa is acquiring royalty-free rights to commercialise plant
breeder rights and trademarked Amarette and Phoenix mandarin varieties.
There are also future varieties being developed by 2PH breeding program in Australia, China, India and Africa.
Moreover, should Pressler entities decide to sell, Costa will have rights to purchase and own the breeding
program in the future.
Goldman Sachs likes Costa Group for its ability to enhance profitability and returns through the
company-owned shoulder season harvests and third-party peak season relationships in order to provide a
year-round supply.
Costa has consistently achieved a price premium for exported citrus and the broker expects this should
continue. Goldman Sachs, not one of the seven monitored daily on the database, has a Buy rating and $4.20
target.
Rights Issue
Costa has announced a fully underwritten renounceable entitlement offer to raise $190m at $3.00 a share.
Macquarie suspects the market will be surprised by the size of the equity raising, being almost 100% of the
consideration for the 2PH purchase.
Nevertheless, the broker suggests this highlights a conservative approach and provides some capacity for
further growth initiatives such as Conaghans. Costa will pay $31m in July 2023 to purchase a property where a
new citrus crop will be planted.
The broker's view is supported by the balance sheet which has pro forma net debt/earnings of 1.4x as of June
30,2021, below the company's target range. Macquarie raises FY21 estimates for earnings per share by 22% to
reflect the accretion from the acquisition and also to reflect guidance for the base business.
Outlook
The base citrus business is tracking along with the broker's expectations while avocados are well below as
lower prices persist and there are early signs that the Arana blueberry yield in Far North Queensland will not
meet the overall yield target. Mushroom production is expected to progressively improve over the second half
and truss tomato pricing is returning to more normal levels.
The company has also indicated that net profit growth will be marginal and, given the 2PH acquisition is late in
the citrus season, the dilution from the capital raising could be overwhelming, Credit Suisse warns, resulting
in a decline in earnings per share of -20% in FY21. The broker upgrades estimates for 2022 by 5% after including
the acquisition.
Citi continues to envisage risks around domestic produce into the second half, namely for citrus and the 80% of
the crop that is yet to be harvested. Costa has signalled that this is a more normal pricing year for the 20%
that has been harvested. Berry pricing for the main season in NSW is also a risk, Citi points out, as wholesale
pricing for raspberries and blueberries appears softer.
12

Jarden believes the outlook is mixed, although earnings and returns on investment should improve into 2022 as
one-offs are cycled, the Monarto venture ramps up and there is some normalising of the supply/demand
dynamics.
Hence the broker forecasts a 54% lift in 2022 earnings per share, in part driven by 2PH but primarily by these
other factors. Assuming a successful integration of the acquisition, Jarden remains positive about the stock
and retains an Overweight rating.
The broker, also not one of the seven stockbrokers monitored daily on the database, has a $3.90 target and
expects the key catalysts will be signs of improved execution, pricing and export markets in late 2021.
Wilsons considers the "relatively full" purchase price is justified by the unique nature of the asset and the
strong margins. Nevertheless, after considering the earnings profile for the whole produce segment, the broker
is "marginally underwhelmed" by a lack of growth.
Wilsons, not one of the seven, retains a Market Weight rating and $3.60 target. The database has one Buy
(Credit Suisse) and three Hold ratings. The consensus target is $4.02, signalling 18.3% upside to the last share
price.
See also, Citrus Crop Critical To Costa Group in 2021 on June 1, 2021.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Income And Valuation Lift For Aventus Group
With all categories of large format retail continuing to perform, Aventus Group revises up funds from
operations guidance and announces an independent net valuation gain.
-Aventus Group has upgraded FY21 guidance for the second time, but is it already priced in?
-Cap-rate compression drove 10.6% of asset revaluations, with potential for more
-Analysts see additional development opportunities
By Mark Woodruff
Aventus Group ((AVN)) has upgraded FY21 funds from operations (FFO) guidance and announced a 12% net
valuation gain from an independent portfolio valuation.
The group is Australia's largest fully integrated owner, manager and developer of large format retail (LFR)
centres. It has around $2.2bn of assets under management across 20 LFR centres. The portfolio is weighted
towards metro properties, predominantly in Sydney.
Income is underpinned by leases to a diverse range of tenants with structured rental growth, as 84% of
properties are subject to annual fixed/CPI rent increases.
Appealing to yield investors, Morgans assesses Aventus has low vacancy rates and incentives, sustainable rents
and the ability to re-mix tenants (eg food, health and services). There’s also considered low maintenance
capex requirements, limited new supply and opportunities for consolidation in a fragmented market, of which
the group has around 13% market share.
Goldman Sachs expects all categories of the LFR portfolio to continue to perform relatively well. The group
derives 37% of income from everyday needs tenants, with the balance from homewares, electrical, furniture,
bedding and hardware.
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Increased FFO guidance
FFO guidance was upgraded to 19.4cps from 19cps, equating to 7% growth on FY20. The announcement comes
after a 3% guidance lift, to at least 19.0cps, at the first half results.
The upgrade was in line with UBS' estimates, with the main drivers being continued income growth across the
portfolio and lower cost of debt. Macquarie agrees on these twin drivers, and as the company had previously
alluded to the potential for increased tenant competition, the upgrade news is welcomed.
Macquarie makes minor upgrades to earnings forecasts, driven by the FFO upgrade, and partially offset in FY22
and beyond, by the previously announced sale of MacGregor Home.
Aventus also announced a final dividend of 4.37cps, bringing the total FY21 pay-out to 17.47cps. This is around
7% ahead of the broker’s expectation, driven by a quicker return to a full-year payout ratio of 90%.
Increased Valuation
Ord Minnett believes the $254m (12%) net valuation gain from an independent portfolio valuer is already priced
in by the market and retains a Hold rating, while lifting its 12 month target price to $2.90 from $2.83.
Macquarie calculates cap-rate compression (rent income to operating cost) drove 10.6% of the revaluations,
with other cashflow impacts driving the remaining 1.7%. The broker expects further cap-rate compression to
drive additional value uplifts in LFR. Strong revaluation outcomes were expected and the broker sees
additional upside to come from the deployment of balance sheet capacity.
Gearing
The valuation uplift results in gearing falling to around 28%, and Goldman Sachs expects this to decrease
further upon above-mentioned settlement of the sale of McGregor Home in July for $42m.
Macquarie estimates the new gearing level allows 200m of balance sheet capacity, providing upside risk to FFO
via the deployment of capital. The broker maintains an Outperform rating and increases the 12 month target
price to $3.23 from $3.15.
While UBS agrees on the $200m debt capacity figure, if the company re-gears back to 35%, the broker retains a
Buy rating and $3 target.
Peer comparisons
In line with Goldman Sachs’ coverage average, Aventus currently trades at an estimated FY22 FFO multiple of
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In line with Goldman Sachs’ coverage average, Aventus currently trades at an estimated FY22 FFO multiple of
14.8x, despite a two-year growth rate of 6.6%, above the Australian REIT coverage average (ex fund
managers). Moreover, the group is considered to remain attractive when screened against retail REIT peers.
The broker, not one of the seven stockbrokers monitored daily on the FNArena database, has a Buy rating and
a target price of $3.27.
Moelis begs to differ in relation to the peer comparison, as the current share price implies a further circa
-55bps cap rate compression. This is seen as optimistic, in the context of the valuations of peers. For example,
Shopping Centres Australasia ((SCP)) has a weighted average capitalisation rate (WACR) of 5.9% for
predominantly neighbourhood shopping centres, while the Charter Hall Retail REIT ((CQR)) has a shopping
centre cap rate of 6.12%.
While the group will continue to benefit from sector tailwinds and net tangible asset (NTA) valuation support
given the strength of recent transactions, Moelis sees these as being more than priced into the current share
price. The broker, also not one of the seven stockbrokers monitored daily on the database, retains a Sell rating
and lifts the target price to $2.90 from $2.77.
The group is well positioned for growth to exceed retail REIT peers according to UBS. This reflects high annual
rent reviews of 3.8%, expected positive leasing spreads and high occupancy of around 98.5%. Additionally,
there are high cash development yields and upside from debt funded acquisitions.
Tailwinds for household goods retail sales remain strong as the renovations and housing completion cycle kicks
in, concludes the broker.
Other opportunities and risks
Goldman Sachs believes there are also opportunities outside the box. The group’s site coverage stands at a
relatively low 44% as of December 2020. This leaves potential to develop high-quality, large-format retail
assets, driving both NTA growth and earnings accretion.
Some risks include weaker retail sales conditions, particularly in the household goods category, an increase in
online sales penetration and fluctuations in property values.
The database has three Buy and two Hold ratings. The consensus target is $3.01, signalling -4.1% downside to
the last share price.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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Material Matters: Coal, Base Metals & Iron Ore
A glance through the latest expert views and predictions about commodities: drilling; thermal coal; base
metals; iron ore; and potash
-Demand for drilling services should continue for some time
-Thermal coal supported by favourable supply/demand fundamentals
-US bond yields, declining inflation expectations a negative for industrial metals?
-Are the risks for iron ore prices increasing?
By Eva Brocklehurst
Drilling
In assessing the demand for drilling services UBS consulted several companies, which have indicated Canada
and Australia are close to full capacity. South America and Asia continue to face delays and disruptions related
to the pandemic.
The improvement in demand is being supported by the strength in commodity prices, particularly gold and
copper, elevated capital raisings and the need to replace depleted reserves.
Nevertheless, UBS ascertains that to meet the increased level of demand will be a challenge as there is a
shortage of drill rigs in some regions. Boart Longyear ((BLY)) highlighted border closures and travel restrictions
are the main reasons for the skill shortage.

The implications for the lab testing volumes of ALS ((ALQ)) are significant and ALS plans to add around 15% in
laboratory capacity to its network in FY22.
In assessing supply/demand on mining services, Canaccord Genuity initiates coverage on DDH1 ((DDH)), Emeco
Holdings ((EHL)), MacMahon Holdings ((MAH)), all with Buy ratings, and NRW Holdings ((NWH)) with a Hold
rating.
The broker anticipates a sustained increase in mineral investment, which should provide plenty of demand for
services through the cycle, from exploration through to construction and production. Moreover, the balance
sheets of major miners are stronger than they have been for a decade although labour costs have risen and
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availability has tightened.
Hence, Canaccord takes a cautious stance regarding the industry's cost base and its estimates are generally
below consensus for FY21 and FY22 yet believes there is still plenty of value on offer in the sector.
Thermal Coal
Credit Suisse has revised up its Newcastle thermal coal price estimate to US$100/t in FY22 and reviewed both
Whitehaven Coal ((WHC)) and New Hope Corp ((NHC)). The Japanese reference price, traditionally reflecting
a small premium to spot, was recently settled at US$109.97/t and both sell 40-50% of their thermal product to
Japan.
Additionally, as the global market is stretched, the broker anticipates pricing/earnings upside if supply
problems linger. Whitehaven Coal has downgraded FY21 production guidance to 20.4mt as output from
Narrabri has continued to experience operational issues.
Nevertheless, Credit Suisse believes current thermal coal prices should provide enough of a buffer to offset
the potential volume risks, and the decline in the share price is too punitive. The broker upgrades New Hope
to Outperform, supported by favourable supply/demand fundamentals and the expectation thermal coal prices
will remain strong into 2022.
Base metals
Despite a sharp increase in commodity prices in the June quarter, UBS does not believe a commodity
super-cycle is occurring. The broker asserts that rising US bond yields amid declining inflation expectations
could be a negative environment for industrial metals.
UBS notes China is planning to sell strategic copper/aluminium/zinc reserves, highlighting a willingness to use
tools at its disposal to deflate commodity prices. While remaining fundamentally constructive on copper over
the medium term, the broker expects prices will retrace a further -20% and US$3.50/lb is a more attractive
entry level for the red metal.
Furthermore, UBS believes, while LME (London Metal Exchange) inventory is not as useful an indicator of
industrial inventory as it has been in the past, a lift in June potentially signals the end of restocking and does
not point to physical tightness in the copper market.
In aluminium, the broker expects a fundamental deficit in 2022-23. Nevertheless, confidence that China will
limit output at 45mt has increased over the last 6-9 months and this has improved the outlook for aluminium.
For zinc, exchange inventory is up around 40%, driven by inflow to both LME and Shanghai warehouses. The
broker acknowledges the lack of reliable data for non-exchange zinc inventory and suspects a lift in LME
inventory highlights the existence of significant unreported zinc.
In contrast, Ord Minnett increases forecasts despite the news China will look to sell stockpiles to cool the
market. The broker increases 2022-23 copper price estimates by 10% and aluminium price estimates by 7-10%.
The broker observes forward curves for gold and silver have moved up, boosting earnings by 4-18% and retains a
preference for Newcrest Mining ((NCM)) and Northern Star Resources ((NST)) in the sector.
In the current environment, UBS does not recommend buying gold, expecting declining inflation expectations
and rising bond yields will result in increases to real rates, leaving the risk/reward for gold skewed to the
downside.
Iron Ore
UBS downgrades Rio Tinto ((RIO)) to Sell from Neutral, noting the stock has generated a total shareholder
return of 79% over the past year, driven by the strong iron ore price and record cash returns.
The broker believes current cash flow in dividends are not sustainable, anticipating the iron ore price will fall
by more than -50% over the next 12-18 months, and does not consider the stock compelling at a normalised
iron ore price.
The near-term risks for commodity complex are increasing as the US Federal Reserve turns more hawkish and
China takes action to deflate commodity prices. Iron ore is approaching an inflection point, UBS asserts, noting
Brazilian supply is lifting and iron ore inventory at China's ports is now higher compared with both 2019 and
2020.
Ord Minnett notes iron ore prices have averaged US$207/t since the beginning of May and, while taking account
of upgraded demand from China, lifts forecasts by 11% to US$180/t in 2021 and by 20% to US$150/t in 2022.
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Apparent steel demand in April rose 14% in China as record steel production occurred. This comes despite
finished steel exports rising 18mtpa to 83mtpa, the highest since December 2016.
Ord Minnett expects China's steel production will decelerate in the second half of 2021 amid tougher
comparables. Meanwhile, Vale has now suspended 15mtpa of iron ore production because of stability concerns
at the Xingu dam.
While there was no update on guidance for 315-335mt in 2021, the curtailment is a sign of ongoing risk to
volumes from Vale and Ord Minnett flags the only major source of new supply in 2021 is a recovery in Vale's
production. Tight supply/demand conditions for iron ore are expected until Simandou (Rio Tinto) comes on line
in 2026.
The broker continues to envisage upside for BlueScope Steel ((BSL)) and Sims ((SGM)), which have materially
underperformed offshore peers. Ord Minnett downgrades its rating on Iluka Resources ((ILU)) to Hold from
Accumulate as the stock is trading in line with valuation.
Potash
BHP Group ((BHP)) hosted a potash briefing, ahead of a decision on Jansen. The company expects demand will
grow 1-3% and the market will move into deficit in 2030, after which a price of around US$350/t should be
required to induce more mining projects in Canada.
BHP Group remains confident in the capital expenditure budget for Jansen of US$5.3-5.7bn, with production
expected to start in 2027. UBS considers the risk/reward for BHP Group is balanced but not compelling, given
the downside risk implied by its iron ore view.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
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Material Matters: Outlook For Miners & Potash
A glance through the latest expert views and predictions about commodities: commodity outlook; miners; iron
ore; and potash
-Perceptions of tighter monetary policy a source of investor nervousness
-Yet despite peak earnings miner expenditure plans remain modest
-Is now the time to sell iron ore miners?
-BHP Group's Jansen outlook a positive for Australian Potash
By Eva Brocklehurst
Commodity Outlook
The past year has been good for commodities amid strong demand, low interest rates and supply disruptions.
While demand has played a major role in driving prices higher the impact of supply disruptions and constraints
should not be underestimated, in Morgan Stanley's view.
At this point there is little sign prices are turning around, as port disruptions are occurring in China and supply
is only just starting to recover. Yet China is making efforts to limit price increases by tightening credit and
controls on speculative activity across commodity markets.
Moreover, in the US, expectations of eventual interest rate increases have strengthened the US dollar and
triggered a sell-off across base and precious metals. Morgan Stanley observes this has now brought base metal
prices to more sustainable levels on a six-month view and there is more significant downside likely for bulks.
Citi notes confirmation of China's tighter monetary policy is now a source of investor nervousness regarding the
mining segment. While acknowledging earnings are at a peak for the sector, the broker envisages strong
dividend yields for the majority of companies where there is no commensurate pick-up in expenditure.

Morgan Stanley expects a recovery in supply will meet up with more normal demand levels in 2022 and bring
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Morgan Stanley expects a recovery in supply will meet up with more normal demand levels in 2022 and bring
further downside across most commodity markets. As some speculative money exits the market those
commodities with limited exposure to futures should fare better, and this puts uranium, alumina and
metallurgical coal at the top of the order of preference.
Aluminium is considered the most defensive of the base metals, given the ongoing impact of transport
disruption and a likely limit on excessive supply growth. There is also near-term support for copper from
supply disruptions although downside is building as a market heads towards a surplus on a 12-24 month view.
Gold and silver are also facing headwinds from US Fed policy and the increased risk of a reduction in asset
purchases (tapering) could trigger a sell-off over the next 12-18 months. Iron ore is Morgan Stanley's least
preferred commodity amid expectations of weakening Chinese steel production through the second half of 2021
and beyond.
Miners
The mining cycle, in terms of forward earnings forecasts, has surpassed the peak of March 2011 but remains
below the peaks in November 2008, Citi points out. On consensus estimates, the miners' forward PE is now
9.7x, in line with the average at previous peaks.
What is different about the current cycle is that despite peak mining earnings, capital expenditure forecasts
remain modest and this should enable a continuation of historically high dividend pay-out ratios, the broker
contends. Usually, cycle-high earnings result in production increases that ultimately undo a commodity bull
cycle.
Morgan Stanley finds mining stocks cheap relative to other industrials ex banks. The broker maintains an
Attractive view for the industry and 50% of its coverage is rated Overweight.
A preference for alumina and aluminium stocks means South32 ((S32)) and Alumina Ltd ((AWC)) are top
selections. The former has divested its thermal coal assets and has plenty of cash with a potential catalyst in
Hermosa.
Meanwhile, Alumina Ltd has fallen -11% over the past quarter because of the arbitrage trade having
experienced higher freight rates. Morgan Stanley expects this will normalise over the next six months and the
stock will reclaim ground.
Whitehaven Coal ((WHC)) has been volatile but the broker continues to envisage high cash flow can provide
deleveraging that could be ahead of market expectations. Morgan Stanley downgrades nickel heavyweight
Western Areas ((WSA)) to Equal-weight, finding the stock fairly valued at current levels.
JPMorgan has increased copper forecasts for 2022-23 by 10% and retains an Overweight rating for OZ Minerals
((OZL)). Strong Chinese demand has also because the broker to upgrade aluminium price forecasts by 7-10%.
Iron Ore
Iron ore prices continue to reach new highs and producers are well in the money. Morgan Stanley expects
above-consensus dividends for BHP Group ((BHP)), Rio Tinto ((RIO)), Fortescue Metals ((FMG)) and Mineral
Resources ((MIN)).
The low-grade iron ore discount has widened, now at -26.2%, and Morgan Stanley recommends investors avoid
low-grade iron ore miners as the cycle turns, retaining Underweight ratings for both Fortescue Metals and
Mineral Resources.
Citi prefers base metals over iron ore but does not find a compelling reason to sell the iron ore heavyweights
at this juncture, while JPMorgan remains disappointed with the performances of the large miners, despite the
significant strength in commodity prices.
JPMorgan retains a preference for the large iron ore and diversified miners, noting Chinese steel output was up
13% in April setting another record run rate. JPMorgan also likes South32 for the probability of increased
capital returns and assesses the stock is cheap.
Potash
Shaw and Partners notes BHP Group will make a final decision on the Jansen (Canada) potash program in
coming months and finds a number of positives for Australian Potash ((APC)) stemming from the briefing.
Australian Potash is preparing to start up its Lake Wells sulphate of potash project in Western Australia. BHP's
view of muriate of potash pricing implies a valuation for Australian Potash of $0.38, Shaw and Partners
maintains.
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It also implies a realised sulphate of potash price for Australian Potash of around US$600/t. This assumes a
US$50/t premium for the Australian Potash product which is granular and richer in potassium than the
benchmark.
The long-run fundamentals appear attractive as additional mines are required to meet growing demand and
producers will need to act promptly, given it takes 7-8 years to build and commission a large project.
Shaw also suggests decarbonisation could amplify demand for potash. Australian potash developers are also
producing sulphate of potash from natural brines and these have a cost advantage versus the Mannheim Process
(which derives sulphate of potash from muriate of potash). Shaw and Partners reiterates a Buy rating on
Australian Potash with a $0.32 target.
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Material Matters: Coal, Oil & Gas, and Copper
A glance through the latest expert views and predictions about commodities: Coking coal, thermal coal, oil and
gas, and copper
By Mark Story
-Despite the ban on local coal, the prices China is paying are filtering through to Australia
-Oil could exceed US$85/bbl later this year before rebalancing lower
-Double-digit upgrades to Macquarie’s copper price forecasts for 2022-25
-Possible 20-40% upgrade valuations to energy producers if oil prices stay circa $US74/bbl over mid-term
Coking coal
Credit Suisse suspects the 46% rise in Australia’s premium low volume (PLV) coking coal price last month to
A$178/t may have been initiated by the rise in the Newcastle thermal coal price, and then exacerbated as
rising cost-and-freight (CFR) prices in China motivated traders to buy PLV for swapping.
If so, the broker believes it opens the prospect PLV may remain strong at A$150-$190/t for the year as both
thermal and China’s seaborne coking coal demand are unlikely to collapse.
If Credit Suisse is correct and PLV prices are now responding to the arbitrage China is offering for
non-Australian seaborne coking coal, and thermal prices, the broker concludes it is a positive outlook for PLV.
As long as there is an arbitrage on offer, the broker believes traders will want Australian PLV for swapping,
and China is reportedly tight in coking coal.
Credit Suisse suspects the prices China is paying are filtering through to Australia. While China is not buying
Australian coal, the broker notes it is buying hard from every other region, and there are finite global resources.
As a result, the broker speculates that the sideways shuffle of global coal demand has lifted demand for
Australian coal. Consequently, Credit Suisse suggests there may be a way that the higher prices China is paying
are filtering through to Australian coal prices.
For example, traders are actively taking Australian cargoes for swapping with US and Canadian cargoes that
they can send to China to enjoy the bumper prices China is paying. Credit Suisse highlights that the most
recent jump in Chinese CFR prices coincided with the rise in Australian prices, suggesting the China price jump
further incentivised traders.
The broker also notes cargo swapping and demand for replacement Australian coal may have become more
frenzied in late May, which is when the Australian price started to rise.
Overall, Credit Suisse believes the demand for cargo swaps and price-push from thermal coal look like the
most compelling reasons for prices to have risen. The broker suspects thermal coal push started the rise and
then the arbitrage took over and kept coking coal running above A$170/t.
Now that the swap trade is underway and steel mills are getting used to Australian PLV and enjoying the profit,
the broker expects the trade to be sustained as long as it’s profitable.
Thermal coal
While exports of thermal are down in Australia, Indonesia and Colombia, power demand is surging around the
world, driving the (USD) thermal coal price to US$120-130/t. Credit Suisse notes Indonesia is restocking coal
ahead of summer demand and there are few alternatives to Newcastle coal as Chinese prices attract all
seaborne coal other than Australian.
While Credit Suisse doesn’t expect thermal prices to rise higher, the broker also doesn’t expect a major
pullback. The broker expects the low in autumn this year may be US$100/t, which might put a floor under PLV
at US$130/t. But it wouldn’t test that level unless coking coal demand gave way, which Credit Suisse does not
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predict.
Credit Suisse would expect the thermal coal price to relax from current prices, but most likely after peak
northern summer electricity demand in August. Soon thereafter, buyers in Indonesia will start to look towards
winter, so the broker expects any weakness in prices to be quite short-lived.

Oil and gas
Citi is raising forecasts for Brent crude oil prices by US$4 to US$72/bbl this year and by US$8 to US$67/bbl next
year, US$5 below year-before levels. Increases are due to more bearish supply and demand factors weighing on
market balances next year.
The broker is also forecasting a narrower spread between Brent and WTI due to changing global market
conditions, largely in the US.
In particular, Citi now expects Brent crude oil prices averaging US$77/bbl over third quarter FY21 and
US$78/bbl in fourth quarter FY21, US$4 and US$9 higher than the broker’s previous forecast.
While Citi has revised its oil price deck higher, the broker still does not buy into the view that the world is on
the verge of a new commodity super-cycle. Post-pandemic recovery in the works for India, and evidence of
higher demand in China, the US and Europe, provide ample support for Citi’s view that by August 2021 global
oil demand may exceed the record 100.8-mb/d reached in August 2019 on pent-up leisure demand.
Citi notes this year the normal summer inflection point for crude oil and refined product markets has looked
to be stronger than normal, with refinery throughputs increasing ahead of a seasonal upsurge in end-user
demand. As a result, the broker now sees Brent oil prices averaging in the high US$70s for the rest of the year,
with a high probability of touching US$85 before subsiding with markets rebalancing.
A further telling sign that oil demand is improving, notes Wilsons, is a run-down in global inventories, which
have fallen -15% from the 2020 highs and are now almost in line with 2017-19 levels.
Citi has revised its expected Brent crude oil average price for 2022 to US$67/bbl from US$59. But a
combination of factors is driving the broker’s longer term outlook. These include a marked slowing of demand
growth as the recovery’s go-go phase fades, potential higher production from Iran and the US, plus a full
return of OPEC crude to the market.
Meanwhile, Australian energy equities have lagged the oil price more so than global energy equities, hence
from a valuation perspective, Wilsons believes this leaves Australian energy equities trading at an historically
wide discount relative to the market that will prove unsustainable.
In the last oil price rally of 2016-18, when oil prices almost doubled, the Australian energy sector largely kept
pace with the oil price. By comparison, Wilsons notes, during this time the three largest Australian oil
producers, Woodside Petroleum ((WPL)), Santos ((STO)) and Oil Search ((OSH)) were all going through periods
of strong prospective project growth.
Wilsons thinks part of the reason Australian energy stocks have dramatically underperformed US and European
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peers in this oil price cycle is that relative production growth rates have reversed. In short, Wilsons concludes
that global energy companies are now offering higher prospective growth versus Australian equities.
Structural/ESG considerations
Wilsons notes similar discounts are currently seen in companies such as APA Group ((APA)), AGL Energy
((AGL)), Aurizon ((AZJ)) and Origin Energy ((ORG)), all of which earn a significant proportion of the income of
fossil fuel-related activity. The broker believes the discount is also partly due to perceived structural/ESG
concerns, particularly fossil fuel-derived income.
In light of perceived structural/ESG concerns, industry leaders including Santos used the recently held
Australian Petroleum Production & Exploration Association conference to emphasise Australia’s gas industry
should strive for net-zero emissions to avoid being blacklisted by equity investors and lenders.
Cooper Energy ((COE)) noted that its position as Australia’s first carbon-neutral domestic gas producer from
2020 has benefited the company’s ability to retain certain ESG-focussed shareholders.
Beyond oil, Bell Potter notes a strategy of supplying carbon-neutral LNG is also being adopted by some
Australian exporters. Their intention is to avoid losing market share from new low-cost LNG capacity expected
to come online in Russia and Qatar over the next decade.
Wood Mackenzie research estimates that 75% of LNG demand is from countries that are focused on reaching
carbon neutrality and highlighted “green LNG” as a strategic option for Australian LNG exporters.
Undervalued Australian oil producers
With regard to Wilsons aforementioned acknowledgment of Australian energy equities now trading at the
widest discount to the market seen in over a decade, on a relative price/earnings basis the sector is at a -25%
discount to its long-term average and a -50% discount when the sector last had the benefit of rising oil prices.
Wilsons questions whether this discount would be sustainable if oil prices were to move dramatically higher,
something the broker is increasingly becoming more bullish on. The Wilsons Australian Equity Focus List is
overweight the energy sector with exposures to Santos and Worley ((WOR)), and expects both stocks to benefit
if the oil market is squeezed higher over the next 12-18 months.
Wilsons notes share prices of Australian energy producers currently imply a Brent oil price of $US55-60/bbl, a
discount to the spot price of $US74/bbl. If oil prices stay at $US74/bbl over the medium term, the broker
suggests the market will need to upgrade valuations of energy producers by 20-40%.
The broker believes higher prices into 2022 will drive a new round of “catch-up” spending across upstream
projects, which could send Worley earnings 50%-plus higher within three years.
Wilsons disagrees with the view that Santos’ production growth will require additional equity capital. The
broker believes Santos’ long-term production growth is sector-leading and expects the company to be
successful with asset sell-downs that maximise value.
Copper
Amongst base metals, the most significant changes by Macquarie’s Commodities Strategy team are 13-14%
upgrades to the copper price forecasts 2022-25. Despite expecting a cyclical pullback the June quarter highs as
a slowdown in global industrial production took some heat out of industrial metals markets, Macquarie still
forecast a circa -250kt deficit for 2021.
The broker is also expecting marginal surpluses between 2022 and 2024, a -450kt deficit in 2025 and structural
deficits quickly moving above 1Mtpa beyond.
All base metal miners boast strong earnings upgrade momentum under a spot price scenario, and Macquarie has
an Outperform rating on all the base metals stocks in its coverage. The broker prefers OZ Minerals ((OZL)) and
Sandfire Resources ((SFR)) for copper, with the former remaining the broker’s preferred exposure, as the
company is boasting several key organic catalysts headlined by the Prominent Hill Expansion update.
While Sandfire boasts the greatest leverage to copper prices for the next two years, over 50% higher than Oz
Minerals, Macquarie notes OZ Minerals has the greatest by-product earnings leverage to stronger gold prices in
the broker’s base metals coverage.
While Panoramic Resources ((PAN)) offers the greatest leverage on average to nickel prices for both FY21 and
FY22, the broker also favours IGO Ltd ((IGO)), Nickel Mines ((NIC)) and Western Areas ((WSA)) for nickel
production. However, with strong forecast free cash flow yields, which increase further in a spot price
scenario, Nickel Mines is the broker’s preferred nickel exposure.
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Mincor Resources ((MCR)) and Chalice Mining ((CHN)) are the broker’s key development and exploration plays,
with the former offering significant leverage to nickel on a mooted resumption of mining, with the stock's net
present value increasing 22% for a 10% change in nickel prices.
Macquarie note, earnings multiples remain attractive, with OZ Minerals enterprise value to earnings multiple
for FY22 at 6.0x. Under a spot price scenario, multiples decline slightly to 5.2x. Sandfire and Western Areas
show a similar pattern, with multiples of 1.4x and 5.5x for FY22 using the broker’s forecasts, but 1.2x and 5.0x
under a spot price scenario respectively.
Mincor Resources also has attractive multiples on the resumption of operations at 3.1x and 1.8x for FY23 and
FY24 on the broker’s forecasts and 2.3x and 1.3x at spot pricing. Macquarie notes Nickel Mines trades on spot
forward multiples of 8.7x and 6.1x for FY22 and FY23.
While earnings margins range from around 30-50% using Macquarie's commodity price forecasts, Western Areas
has the lowest forecast earnings margin in FY21 at 27%, while Sandfire has the highest at 56%.
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Beyond Bitcoin: Ethereum and DeFi
In Part III of FNArena’s exploration of crypto currency, we examine the rise of Ethereum, and the implications
of Ethereum’s far more extensive application capacity.
-Drawbacks to bitcoin
-The proof-of-scale model
-The rise of DeFi on the Ethereum platform
-The risks for Ethereum
By Greg Peel
This is the third part in FNArena’s series on the world of crypto. Part I explains just what bitcoin is and how it
works. Part II compares bitcoin and gold as stores of wealth. Links below.
Proof of Work
As explained in the first part of this series, bitcoin is backed by the blockchain ledger system. Critical to
bitcoin’s existence is the verification of each block in the chain, which is provided by solving a complex
algorithm available in “open source”, and which does not require a superior brain but rather the capacity to
run bllions of calculations to arrive at the right answer.
This process is known as “mining”, as the reward for verification of a block is an amount of new bitcoin. Given
the work involved in bitcoin mining (by computers), the process of verification is known as “proof of work”.
The onerous proof-of-work process is what provides bitcoin with its capacity to be a store of wealth – what
makes bitcoin sufficiently “rare”. It is rarity that underpins the world’s traditional store of wealth – gold. Not
only is gold hard to find to begin with, the cost involved in exploration, mining and processing also underpins
its value.
Bitcoin mining also comes at a cost – being that of significant energy usage required to successfully mine a
bitcoin.
Bitcoin dominates the crypto-currency market due to first mover advantage. The creators of bitcoin first
created the blockchain system, which, being “open source”, is universally available to anyone. Hence there are
now some 8000 crypto-currencies, and growing. Bitcoin enjoys the unquantifiable “brand awareness” factor,
which helps to underpin its value.
And being the first, it has a 12-year track record. In all that time, no one has been able to hack into bitcoin –
into the blockchain. This is a primary selling point of crypto. And because it is a decentralised peer-to-peer
system, it is not subject to regulation.
Yet.
The issue of regulation has become more pressing in recent weeks. Bitcoin may not be able to be hacked, but
nor is it able to prevent “bad actors” from using it as an untraceable currency perfect for money laundering.
Indeed, wholly suitable for criminal activity.
Ransomware attacks on the Colonial oil pipeline, and JBS Meats – the US and world’s largest meat
packer/distributor – have brought this problem to the fore, and they represent just two high profile cases
among many others. By demanding payment in bitcoin, hackers ensure those funds cannot be traced to their
destination.
Or so they thought. Enter the recently formed US Department of Justice Ransomware & Digital Extortion
Taskforce. It was able to recover a majority of the millions of dollars equivalent paid in bitcoin to the DarkSide
network responsible.
Bitcoin supporters were somewhat shocked to hear this news. In the world of real dollars, beating criminals
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would be lauded by everyone other than the criminals. In crypto-world, the fact the DoJ was able to find and
recover bitcoins rather brings into question all that crypto is meant to be. The dollar price of bitcoin fell on
the news.
So we could list bitcoin’s major problems/threats as being energy intensity, regulation (both in investor
protection and crime prevention) and, given the number of crypto-currencies now out there, competition.

Proof of Scale
There may still be daylight in between, but emerging as the biggest rival to bitcoin is ether, the
crypto-currency behind the Ethereum platform. But while bitcoin and ether might be competing currencies,
Bitcoin (the platform) and Ethereum do offer significant differences.
Like Bitcoin, Ethereum runs on a proof-of-work basis. Hence ether can be mined in the same fashion as
bitcoin. Unlike bitcoin, ether is open-ended. As the pool of bitcoin grows, the number of bitcoins provided as
reward for successful mining halves at intervals, and once that pool reaches 21 million, no further bitcoin will
be released. At the current pace, forecasts are for this to occur around 2040.
The reward for successful ether mining is fixed at 5 ether, and there is no ultimate limit. One might suggest
this instinctively makes bitcoin a more valuable longer term investment, but for Ethereum, the ether currency
is only part of the story.
Ethereum was established in 2015 – six years behind Bitcoin. Rather than being a simple copy-cat, Ethereum
was designed to be much more than just a payment system. In the creators’ own words, it is a “decentralised
platform that runs smart contracts: applications that run exactly as programmed without any possibility of
downtime, censorship, fraud or third party interference”.
Ethereum is also in the process of migrating from a proof-of-work model to a “proof-of-scale” model.
In a proof-of-scale model, there is no mining, and thus no excessive draw on energy. Rather than miners, there
are “validators”. There is no complex algorithm to solve. Instead, to be rewarded, validators must first own
ether (in Ethereum’s case) and then put that ether balance on the line to certify that a block is valid.
This way, any malicious activity will result in that ether balance being lost.
And whereas miners of bitcoin receive bitcoins as a reward for their verification of blocks, validators of ether
will simply receive a fee for every transaction and smart contract they validate. On the other side of the
ledger, the parties that want a transaction or smart contract to be executed will pay a fee to have it
completed and added to the blockchain.
Proof-of-scale in theory removes two of the proof-of-work model’s major drawbacks, being energy intensity
and the potential for malicious activity such as the recent ransomware demands made on the Colonial Pipeline,
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JBS meats and others.
As Creighton University (US) academics suggest, “Bitcoin is striving to provide fast and secure transactions
while Ethereum is focusing on much more. As more and more smart contracts and decentralised applications
are built, Ethereum’s popularity and profitability will increase”.
Both currencies remain volatile at this point, but ether is still relatively new. And Ethereum’s migration to the
proof-of-scale model is still pending, with guidance remaining vague at this point. It could yet take a while.
DeFi
“Decentralised finance”, notes investment bank DBS, is a catch-all term, relating to a series of financial
services that can be carried out on public blockchains. Two parties, anywhere in the world, can engage in
peer-to-peer lending/borrowing, buying/selling insurance, trading assets and so forth.
DeFi promises to be a virtual, egalitarian, decentralised “Wall Street” that is open, flexible and fast, while
being at once private but publically transparent. DeFi apps running on blockchain can help users lend out their
crypto assets, earn interest of rewards on lending, or on the other hand obtain loans along a wide spectrum of
duration.
Running on a set of self-executing rules established by the user community, DeFi takes out the role of or risk
associated with a central standard-setting authority.
To date the primary blockchain platform preferred for DeFi is Ethereum.
It hasn’t been smooth sailing so far for this new concept. Teething pains have included a high cost of trading,
volatility and regulatory uncertainty. However, it’s early days for what promises to be a source of a variety of
financial intermediations, DBS suggests.
“If DeFi can pass the test of speed, cost, and transparency, financial institutions would find it in their
interest to join in, issuing tokens and acting as the bridge between centralised and decentralised finance.
Regulators will have to evolve as well, needing to approve protocols and smart contract before they are
widely used.”
Note that a digital “token” is issued with regard a DeFi transaction, as opposed to digital “coins” which are
simply a currency.
The total amount of funds locked in DeFi is a good proxy, Citi suggests, for ascertaining its accelerating
adoption. The total value locked in DeFi in currency terms in November 2020 was US$12bn, and in March 2021,
US$45bn. The overall market capitalisation in March 2021 including tokens rose to over US$90bn. Citi believes:
“Increase in volume locked in DeFi over time represents growing confidence among consumers to place money
in smart contracts to interact with new financial tools. Rapidly rising aggregate market capitalization of
tokens issued by DeFi projects, indicate current investor enthusiasm for long-term potential of DeFi
applications.”
Non-Fungible Tokens
In February this year, a guy by the name of Mike Winkelmann sold a piece of video art for US$6.6m. The world
did not really sit up and pay attention until March, when a collage of video art by the same artist, who goes by
the name of “Beeple”, sold for US$69m.
Paintings by the Grand Masters have in recent times sold in the US$100-200m range, but this is a collage of a
vast number of images -- a digital cut & paste. It exists only in cyberspace, and anyone can view it. The buyer
did not receive anything physical, just a crypto asset called a “non-fungible token” – a sort of virtual
certificate of ownership and authenticity.
NFTs are unique. Unlike a currency, in which one amount of $10, say, is the same of any other amount of $10,
NFTs are not interchangeable (fungible). Presently, NFTs are being transacted in a digital marketplace with
crypto-currencies as payment and Ethereum the platform of choice.
The transparency of ownership and transaction can solve problems, notes DBS, that can sometimes arise with
various non-virtual investments such as art, jewellery and property. Tokenisation can also provide more value
for the content creator. For years, artists have been arguing they should be due a royalty every time their
artwork changes hands, just as musicians do each time their song is played on the radio. NFTs can make this
possible.
Ethereum
One of the greatest threats to crypto mining is energy intensity. Bitcoin pundits shrug this off by noting mining
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One of the greatest threats to crypto mining is energy intensity. Bitcoin pundits shrug this off by noting mining
can always be undertaken with the use of renewable power. According to the Cambridge Center for
Alternative Finance, 76% of miners use some level of renewable energy and 40% of all mining is based on
renewable energy.
This does not overcome the issue of the world (or most of it) rapidly investing in new renewable energy
generation, not just to reduce emissions but to meet future demand in an ever electrifying world. More and
more of the developing world is heading down the same industrialisation and urbanisation path as China has
done, and the developed world (in which we can now include China) is madly embracing EVs (not all the
developed world of course).
So mining crypto from renewable sources is all well and good, but does not detract from the fact it is still
sucking up power that could be more functionally put to use elsewhere.
China has banned crypto mining in parts of the country.
Aside from the far greater DeFi world Ethereum offers, beyond the simple currency of bitcoin, its migration to
a proof-of-scale model (whenever that happens) will alleviate the energy consumption issue.
There remains, nevertheless, the same regulatory threat to Ethereum as there is to Bitcoin. Indeed, Citi
suggests the greatest challenge to the DeFi ecosystem is regulatory. Pseudonymous usage (you need not use
your real name) means that important laws such as the US Bank Secrecy Act cannot be enforced. And if there
are any misdeeds undertaken on the platform, who do you go after?
Citi also cites as a risk the simple fact DeFi is new and its protocols are hard to comprehend (see, it’s not just
you). DeFi solutions multiply the complexity, requiring understanding of complex technical and financial
models.
There is also the chicken & egg problem of a lack of liquidity in the early stages, compared to long established
traditional financial markets. And finally, at the end of the day the code for these platforms is written by
humans, so there remains the potential for human error, and the potential for hacking.
Nothing, it would seem, is impenetrable.
Crypto fans are as smug on the issue of regulation as they are on the issue of energy consumption. Bring it on,
they say. The more crypto is regulated, the more it is legitimised as an alternative medium of exchange, and
medium of finance.
Unless, of course it’s banned altogether, but that is not the most likely outcome.
Already a group of tech and finance corporates, including IBM, Intel, Cisco, the London Stock Exchange,
JPMorgan, Wells Fargo and others, have teamed up to create Hyperledger – -- an open source project inspired
by Bitcoin that the companies will hope will one day provide a more secure way of trading stocks and other
assets.
As early as 2015, Microsoft began offering Ethereum as a service in its Azure cloud business.
IBM believes blockchain technology is key to the success of the Internet of Things. As more and more devices
are connected to the internet, the ability for them to interact by using Ethereum’s smart contracts becomes
ever more valuable, suggests Creighton University.
If it gets to the point of over a billion devices being connected, IBM believes “the blockchain is the framework
facilitating transaction processing and coordination among interacting devices. Each manages its own roles and
behaviour, resulting in an ‘Internet of Decentralised, Autonomous Things’, and thus the democratisation of the
digital world”.
If we’re talking Bitcoin versus Ethereum, it looks as if we might already be looking at a Model T to Mustang
comparison, or AOL to Google. But again (and while no one is denouncing bitcoin just yet), this is to cite only
two blockchain platforms. When I began writing this series of articles, the latest quote was some 8000
different crypto-currencies. In the process of writing this instalment, I have since heard 9800.
So another threat to Bitcoin, and even Ethereum, is competition. But maybe the greatest competition could
come from the very representatives of old world currencies and financial markets bitcoin originally was
designed to cut out of the system – central banks.
Stay tuned for Part IV.
Part I - Bitcoin: What's That All About?
(https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/2021/04/30/bitcoin-whats-that-all-about/)
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Part II - Bitcoin Versus Gold (https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/2021/05/31/bitcoin-versus-gold/)
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Fund Managers' Mid-Year Review
As sharemarkets continue to rebound, fund managers target sectors and stocks appropriate to the next stage of
the economic cycle and a new post-covid normal.
-Morgan Stanley expects US tapering to begin in April, 2022
-High quality equity positioning in Australia, as a hedge against inflation
-Stocks within Healthcare favoured by some fund managers
-ASX200 companies to potentially shift from capital preservation to capital allocation
-Portfolio implications of a more Chinese approach by the US
-Caution on commodities
By Mark Woodruff
Investment managers are currently weighing-up where the domestic and global economies are placed in a
highly unusual economic cycle.
In describing where equity markets sit some fourteen months from the covid-lows, Citi suggests investors face
early-cycle timing, increasingly mid-cycle conditions and late-cycle valuations!
In general terms, the equity market bounce-back from covid is still reverting towards the norm and appropriate
covid-recovery trades can be made. However, the question as to whether that norm has changed throws up
some creative investment opportunities for both the near and longer-term.
Some fund managers are retaining leverage to mid-cycle expansion, while also embracing a degree of exposure
to Quality. The latter may act as a hedge to later-cycle risks that attach to building inflation and higher bond
yields.

Global outlook
Morgan Stanley is positive on the economic recovery, with a strong capital expenditure cycle expected to drive
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activity well above its pre-covid path. The expectation is for inflation to move sustainably above 2% in the US
and policy makers should be slow to respond.
As a result, there should be a hotter, shorter cycle, and with risk assets already elevated, the investment bank
reduces overall exposure to credit and equities and expects the US dollar and yields to move modestly higher.
It’s felt that policy makers should err on the side of providing more accommodative macro policies to ensure
an inclusive recovery, due to an uneven impact on low-income households.
Morgan Stanley predicts the official announcement of tapering by the Federal Reserve will be at the March
2022 meeting, with tapering to begin in April, 2022. It’s expected the Fed will first raise rates in the third
quarter of 2023 and pursue a gradual path of tightening thereafter.
T Rowe Price is also bullish on the global economy though cautious on stocks, as valuations are seen to be
elevated in both the US and Australia. The investment management firm has recently shifted to a slight
underweight position in stocks relative to bonds, due to the strong market rebound to date. Also, higher
interest rates leave the risk/reward balance for equities less attractive.
Meanwhile, Citi believes the combination of stimulus, personal savings, pent-up demand and changes in
consumption patterns augurs well for a rapid recovery and an expansion that could last several years.
For the rest of 2021 and into 2022, Citi continues to seek selective exposure to the cyclical recovery from the
covid recession, as we are still in an adjustment process or mean reversion. There’s still time to benefit from
exposure to the recovery, especially via non-US markets. Certain real estate assets and select national
markets, such as Brazil and the UK, are among the possibilities.
During 2022, we should expect a new, more traditional expansion and mid-cycle conditions.
From this point, the trends that have helped to reshape the world economy during the pandemic should be
pursued. These include such unstoppable trends as digitisation, healthcare and renewable energy, which can
help portfolios grow even amid economic turbulence. Future market dips may be an opportunity to gain or
increase these exposures.
However, the world beyond covid will be rather different with a changed perspective for digitisation,
healthcare and renewable energy, explains Citi. Businesses and consumers alike have discovered new
efficiencies by embracing technology during the pandemic, while the development of other treatments and
medical technology has accelerated. In addition, advances in renewable energy may persist far into the future.
Australian Outlook
The domestic recovery appears to be on a strong footing, according to T Rowe Price. This is largely due to
ongoing policy stimulus, multi-year highs in consumer and business confidence and signs of pent up consumer
demand. Inflation is still seen as a key risk and while Value is catching up to Growth, there’s still room for
Value to outperform. Despite the inflation risk, the overall view for portfolio positioning is that growth and
inflation may peak in 2021.
While T Rowe sees the Reserve Bank remaining dovish, long-term interest rates may rise to reflect the strong
economic momentum. However, this is a scenario that should be positive for the stock market, as a steep
recovery in earnings should outweigh any potential rise in long-term rates.
In 2022 fiscal stimulus is set to turn negative (the ‘fiscal cliff’ effect), subtracting from GDP growth. With a
return to slower growth and sustained low interest rates, growth stocks should return to favour.
As a result, consensus earnings growth estimates will likely be trimmed and earnings momentum (upgrades
less downgrades) may turn negative. There’s believed to be limited scope for interest rates to move much
higher given the historically high post-covid levels of domestic household debt.
Australian policymakers are expected to keep economic policies accommodative, especially with the covid-19
vaccine rollout missing the mark so far.
On the fiscal side, a federal election is expected to take place in Australia within the next 12 months. The
stronger recovery from the pandemic means that government revenues are $50bn more than originally
projected. Thus, we can probably expect to see some additional moderate fiscal support from the government
ahead of a federal election.
Overall, T Rowe Price has tilted portfolio positioning towards more domestic exposures to reflect the stronger
economic performance of the Australian economy.
Near-term economic growth should remain solid, according to Morgan Stanley, even after a return to pre-covid
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conditions, helped by continued supportive policy settings and a strong housing market. The RBA is expected to
stay dovish near-term with tapering signalled later in the year. In addition, government spending is forecast to
remain at its highest share of GDP since the early 1980s. This is important for the economy, particularly
because it provides some offset to the headwind the government's international border restrictions are
providing to growth.
Consumer spending is expected to strengthen further as households continue to deploy excess savings
accumulated over 2020. It’s thought the capex cycle will expand beyond residential construction and see
broader participation from business investment as corporate confidence and conditions improve.
Although there is a risk of the sector overheating, at this stage neither the RBA nor Australian Prudential
Regulation Authority (APRA) seem likely to step in to cool the sector, since fostering the economic recovery
takes precedence. Housing is central in this respect, since rising residential property turnover historically has
had a positive multiplier impact on the Australian economy.
Morgan Stanley sees further scope for house price increases, before macroprudential measures are put in place
next year.
Inflation should also improve, particularly given less of a headwind from the Australian dollar and rent inflation
in 2022. It’s expected to only reach the bottom of the RBA's target range (2-3%) by the end of next year,
lagging the US in particular.
Australian Equity Portfolios
Based on analysis by T Rowe Price, the Value rebound is only half-way through so there is still an improving
outlook for domestic cyclicals though much of the easy gains have passed. For Australian equity portfolios it’s
not too soon to think of taking profit on some of the Value positions that have done well and to position for a
return to favour of Quality, and to a lesser extent Growth in 2022.
Later on in 2022, under the scenario of negative earnings momentum, Value is unlikely to continue to
outperform Growth and T Rowe Price expects the Value rotation trade to first fade and later reverse.
As a result of the above view, the investment manager has been capitalising on the underperformance within
the high-quality segments of the market. This underperformance over the past year has created opportunities
for previously out-of-favour businesses such as select healthcare names.
To fund these changes T Rowe has taken profit selectively in positions where prices have run very strongly and
where either valuations or earnings deceleration pose risks. Some examples of this are within the Bank sector
and iron ore exposures. Regarding the latter, for the first time in the history of the investment bank’s
strategy, there has been a full exit of pure play iron ore exposures.
Morgan Stanley concurs on the opportunity in the high-quality segment of the market. In short the
investment manager is advocating better Value and sound Quality.
While the case for better Value remains intact, the deep value opportunity has largely passed and a more
broad reflation exposure makes sense. Hence, reflation is still a persistent theme to stay exposed to though it
makes sense to pivot towards the greater quality.
This in Australia can continue to be played through select Materials exposure with laggard opportunity in
Energy. Fiscal beneficiaries also are supported while Banks and Diversified Financials also retain Value
credentials.
Risks to the global and domestic outlook
As mentioned previously, inflation is seen by T Rowe Price as the key risk. Beyond that, mutations in the
covid-19 virus could side-track vaccination efforts, geopolitical concerns relating to China could worsen and
cyberattacks are becoming an increasing problem.
Citi agrees to the extent of nominating cybersecurity as a long-term thematic investment. Ideally, such an
expense would not be necessary for firms and governments, let alone individuals. However, the broker believes
it may eventually be considered an “information technology staple,” and something we all need to do to
protect our data and assets.
Randall Jenneke from T Rowe Price also alluded to two less-talked-about risks on the domestic front. One is
increasing government intervention in specific areas of the economy, as evidenced lately in the Energy sector.
Another risk that may impact upon the long-term growth potential of the Australian economy is a rise in taxes
to fund government policy to address inequality in society. While this is more evident in the US at this stage, it
has the potential to overtake much-needed and little-addressed action on economic productivity.
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What are the stock opportunities?
After the worst year in nearly a decade for the Healthcare sector, ResMed ((RMD)) in particular appeals to T
Rowe Price. The sleep business is set to improve as economies open, a new product is on the way and the
valuation is at its most attractive in over five years.
JPMorgan is in agreement on ResMed. In a mid-year review by sector, the company rated as the top pick in the
Healthcare space. The launch of a new device platform should support a strong lift in top line growth in late
FY22 though will likely weigh on sales in the near-term. Upcoming catalysts include news around the features
offered by the new S11 device, a strong lift in ex-US sales due to recent competitor challenges and news on US
recovery as the economy reopens.
Morgan Stanley also takes a more active weight in the Healthcare sector, which features heavily in quality
rankings, via becoming Overweight CSL ((CSL)) and adding Ansell ((ANN)).
The weighting for Banks, which are improving on quality factor metrics, is also lifted, while an increased capex
theme is explored through Worley ((WOR)).
Under the heading of growth at a reasonable price (GARP), Aristocrat Leisure ((ALL)) should also perform well
after strengthening its business during the pandemic, according to T Rowe Price. In addition, the company also
has some new product opportunities. Again JPMorgan agrees and rates Aristocrat Leisure as the top pick in the
Gaming sector. The company has consistently been gaining market share in North America and further digital
growth (new titles and iGaming) and capital management opportunities are available.
Also, structural changes of late within the domestic auto sector and across dealership networks should benefit
Eagers Automotive ((APE)), notes T Rowe. It’s felt the underlying business model has changed in regard to
supply chains.
The post-covid environment
After covid, Morgan Stanley believes the strategic focus for ASX200 companies will shift from capital
preservation to capital allocation. It’s felt Australian companies can and should consider acting on growth and
investment activities.
In regard to dividend payouts, prior covid-curtailed returns have begun to rebuild to historically higher levels
of payout. Morgan Stanley sees the theme enduring this year though would direct investors to growth in
sustainable yield, when considering exposure to this pillar.
While buybacks and capital returns have been a secondary consideration versus dividend returns over the last
decade, it’s considered the decision post-covid may be more finely balanced. This is because of the potential
for accelerated restructuring, the existence of still-excess franking balances and tax-effective distributions
that can attach to such activity.
For much of the post-GFC/pre-covid period, the focus for larger-cap industrial companies on the ASX had been
to constrain capital, pursue cost-out and efficiency opportunities and distribute free cash flow via elevated
dividend payouts.
Now, Morgan Stanley sees an acceleration in capex spend in the post-covid environment, with fiscal incentives
adding to the pulse. Companies should be sought that have a history of capex intention, an ability to pursue
capex initiatives and have expected growth in revenue and margin in their outlook.
Finally, while IPO and secondary placement activity has remained highly elevated, the M&A cycle in Australia
is lagging. Thus, the investment bank screens for sectors and stocks demonstrating strategic capability to
engage in inorganic capital deployment.
The broker's research seems to have identified the local REITs sector as screening well across various related
filters.
In portfolio changes, Morgan Stanley includes Mirvac Group ((MGR)) while retaining exposures to Goodman
Group ((GMG)) and Scentre Group ((SCG)).
The mid-year sector review by JPMorgan also highlights Goodman Group as the top large cap REIT pick and
Waypoint REIT ((WPR)) as the preferred ex ASX100 REIT.
Longer-term trends - A G2 world
The adoption of a more Chinese approach by the US is the latest development in what Citi calls the
emergence of a “G2 world”.
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Citi’s base case is that there will be increasing strategic competition between the world’s two foremost
powers, especially in fields such as technology and security. There’s also expected to be a moderate escalation
in restrictions on trade and corporate activity, but no military conflict.
Likely investment beneficiaries include producers of semiconductors, satellites, software, renewable energy,
commodities in the US and China, as well as markets in Southeast Asia.
Investments in infrastructure and the boosting of welfare aims to make the domestic market more attractive
and sustainable, while companies may at the same time be hindered from investing abroad. This is the reverse
of the pre-covid era of conservative fiscal policy, global free trade and offshoring.
The US is to looking to strengthen domestic competitiveness, the aim of the American Jobs and Families Plan.
China’s concept of long-term development called “dual circulation” also focuses on domestic development and
self-sufficiency, while further opening up to the external market.
Overall, Citi believes that the US-China relationship is shifting from a state of heightened confrontation under
Trump to a more nuanced two-pronged approach of external competition and more focus on domestic
development, aided by state capitalism on both sides. In some ways, therefore, the two powers’ economic
models are coalescing.
Impact of G2 on portfolios
An important implication of the “G2 world” case is that global investors should have meaningful exposure to
both the US and China in their portfolios. Citi believes that intensified strategic competition could accelerate
the two countries’ growth.
More state capitalism in the US may be helpful, while in China that approach has proved effective in directing
large amounts of capital towards strategically important industries.
Caution on commodities
As mentioned previously, iron ore is unlikely to sustain record levels, according to T Rowe Price.
Morgan Stanley also cautions commodity prices are overshooting fair value on a 12-month basis, and maintains
an overall neutral stance.
However, annual copper demand growth is expected to be significantly higher, starting in 2021, while oil has
started the year drawing down further and more often than average, putting upward pressure on prices.
Australian interest rates
The global trend in fixed income is for higher long-end yields as, broadly speaking, central banks get closer to
normalising and the recovery continues.
In fixed income, Morgan Stanley thinks the more interesting story is in mortgages, as they offer an attractive
hedge against a more uncertain macro environment.
Both fixed income assets and cash are broadly unappealing to Citi as they are highly vulnerable to rising
inflation and deliberately suppressed interest rates. However, there are some attractive areas within fixed
income, which include exposure to inflation-linked bonds and variable rate loans.
The emphasis is on lower duration for T Rowe Price, which sees a preference for bank loans and high yield over
government and investment grade credit.
For clients seeking to limit future increases in financing costs, Citi believes there is a case for doing so while
many central banks’ policy rates remain at zero or below.
Exchange rates
As vaccines roll out and policy makers look to ease border restrictions, the level of the Australian dollar will be
an important driver of the recovery in services trade. As a result, it’s expected the RBA will continue to focus
on the exchange rate. This is a key reason why Morgan Stanley expects an extension of the QE program with
another $100bn of purchases through to early 2022.
The investment manager thinks the second quarter of 2021 will be the "last hurrah" for Australian dollar
strength and doesn’t believe the recent intraday high of US$0.8007 will be breached. The positive forces that
have persisted for the last 12 months appear to be shifting. Unlike last year, markets have now largely (if not
fully) priced in a global V-shaped recovery that was aided both by policy and positive vaccine
developments. Additionally, fiscal policy in Australia has begun to turn with the expiry of the JobKeeper wage
subsidy.
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Finally, Morgan Stanley sees the US dollar modestly higher in a narrow range.
Technical limitations
If you are reading this story through a third party distribution channel and you cannot see charts
included, we apologise, but technical limitations are to blame.
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Weekly Ratings, Targets, Forecast Changes 18-06-21
Weekly update on stockbroker recommendation, target price, and earnings forecast changes.
By Mark Woodruff
Guide:
The FNArena database tabulates the views of seven major Australian and international stock brokers: Citi,
Credit Suisse, Macquarie, Morgan Stanley, Morgans, Ord Minnett and UBS.
For the purpose of broker rating correlation, Outperform and Overweight ratings are grouped as Buy, Neutral
is grouped with Hold and Underperform and Underweight are grouped as Sell to provide a Buy/Hold/Sell
(B/H/S) ratio.
Ratings, consensus target price and forecast earnings tables are published at the bottom of this report.
Summary
Period: Monday June 14 to Friday June 18, 2021
Total Upgrades: 6
Total Downgrades: 15
Net Ratings Breakdown: Buy 54.79%; Hold 38.42%; Sell 6.78%
For the week ending Friday 18 June, there were six upgrades and fifteen downgrades to ASX-listed companies
by brokers in the FNArena database.
There were two downgrades to ratings by separate brokers for both Coles Group and Suncorp Group during the
week.
Credit Suisse lowered its rating for Coles to Neutral from Outperform after a strong share price rally leading
into a strategy update. Overall, the update was considered positive, despite the increase in depreciation
guidance, which led to a reduction in the broker’s FY22/23 earnings forecasts. Citi downgraded earnings
forecasts for the group by around -4% in FY22 and -8% in FY23, to account for the higher D&A and a step up in
supply chain implementation opex in FY23. The rating was lowered to Neutral from Buy.
Macquarie took the opposing view by raising the rating for Coles to Outperform from Neutral. However, this
was partly attributable to a timing issue, given the broker moved in anticipation of the strategy briefing.
Nonetheless, the rating was held at Outperform after the briefing, partly due to the support from normalising
consumer behaviour.
Following the Victorian storms and flooding, Suncorp will likely come in between $50m-$100m above its
original FY21 natural hazard allowance. Morgans left forecasts unchanged, having already factored-in adverse
events. However, the broker lowered the group’s rating to Hold from Add to reflect a strong share price rise
over the last month. The share price also prompted Credit Suisse to downgrade to Neutral from Outperform.
There were no material changes to price targets by brokers in the FNArena database during the week.
Tyro Payments had the largest percentage upgrade in earnings forecasts by brokers in the FNArena database
last week. Morgan Stanley assesses the company is fighting back after its terminal outages caused havoc in
January-February. The company is now considered better equipped than its competitors to deal with any
future outage and this message appears to be resonating with small-medium enterprise merchants. The broker
also sees potential from the deal with Bendigo & Adelaide Bank ((BEN)), with the rollout of hardware and
software to the bank's customers having just commenced.
Sims was next as earnings forecasts were upgraded after the company provided a strong FY21 earnings
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guidance update to $360-380m from $260-310m. As post-covid normalisation continues, Macquarie expects
improvement should continue, given a better backdrop for scrap. Morgan Stanley cautions on how much of the
trading upgrade is driven by inventory yet still raised FY21 earnings (EBIT) forecasts by around 20%. Meanwhile,
Ord Minnett upgraded to Buy from Hold, believing scrap and zorba markets will remain strong in the short
term.
Insurance Australia Group had the only material downgrade to earnings after six brokers in the FNArena
database updated forecasts last week. Morgans lowered the FY21 EPS forecast by around -9% following the
Victorian storms and flooding, as the group will likely come in between $50m-$100m above its original FY21
natural hazard allowance. Additionally, ongoing market share contraction in the group’s most profitable
products leads Macquarie to believe the company may turn to M&A to fill the gap.
Total Buy recommendations take up 54.79% of the total, versus 38.42% on Neutral/Hold, while Sell ratings
account for the remaining 6.78%.
Upgrade
COLES GROUP LIMITED ((COL)) Upgrade to Outperform from Neutral by Macquarie .B/H/S: 3/4/0
Macquarie reviews its outlook for Coles Group ahead of the strategy briefing on June 17. The broker envisages
upside from normalising consumer behaviour with comparable sales narrowing.
The stock screens attractively on valuation and the broker switches its preference to staples, upgrading to
Outperform from Neutral.
Coles is expected to be a beneficiary from the unwinding of the "local shopping" trend. Coles supermarkets are
over-indexed to shopping centres and the CBD, areas most affected by the pandemic. Target is raised to
$18.20 from $17.30.
See also COL downgrade.
ILUKA RESOURCES LIMITED ((ILU)) Upgrade to Outperform from Neutral by Macquarie .B/H/S: 2/2/1
Strong demand and ongoing supply issues are driving zircon prices higher, Macquarie notes, hence the broker
has upgraded forecasts.
The broker had forecast Sierra Rutile to post negative earnings over the next two years, thus concurs with the
decision to suspend operations, which should provide a modestly positive impact on rutile prices.
With price momentum for both zircon and titanium turning positive, the broker upgrades to Outperfom from
Neutral. Target rises to $8.60 from $7.30.
NICKEL MINES LIMITED ((NIC)) Upgrade to Buy from Neutral by Citi .B/H/S: 3/0/0
Nickel Mines Ltd has underperformed the London Metal Exchange nickel price by around 10% in the past six
months.
Citi highlights that expansion of nickel pig iron production in Indonesia has seen the company's realised pricing
average around 83% of the London Metal Exchange pricing over the last year. The broker reduces assumed
realisation versus London Metal Exchange by 6% accordingly, reducing FY22 sales forecast by around 6%.
Nickel Mines has also signed a memorandum of understanding with Shanghai Decent Investment to modify two
RKEF lines to produce matte. Citi notes this is an imminent market challenge.
The rating is upgraded to Buy and the target price decreases to $1.30 from $1.50.
REGIS HEALTHCARE LIMITED ((REG)) Upgrade to Add from Hold by Morgans .B/H/S: 2/2/0
With reference to M&A generally and multiples relating to the Japara Healthcare ((JHC)) takeover offer in
particular, Morgans lifts the rating for Regis Healthcare to Add from Hold. The target price increases to $2.23
from $2.03.
The broker believes the increased level of M&A activity in the sector is likely to increase further, and
a successful conclusion to the Japara Healthcare bid will likely attract more investor attention.
SEEK LIMITED ((SEK)) Upgrade to Outperform from Neutral by Macquarie .B/H/S: 4/2/0
Macquarie estimates the removal of the recruiter discount results in a 9% yield tailwind in total for Seek and
the broker's recruiter survey suggests a 24% uplift in yield is achievable before volumes are impacted.
The broker's economists are forecasting a fall to the low 4s for the unemployment rate during 2023, and ad
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volumes and the labour market are strongly correlated. The recent sale of Zhaopin has reduced financial
leverage and lowered capital outlay requirements.
Macquarie sees Seek as "quality" stock, and upgrades to Outperform from Neutral. Target rises to $40.00 from
$31.60.
SIMS LIMITED ((SGM)) Upgrade to Buy from Hold by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 3/3/0
Upgraded guidance for EBIT in FY21 is now $360-380m, stemming from higher gross margin and zorba prices.
Ord Minnett was surprised at a modest reaction in the share price, given the strong trading update.
The broker increases FY22 estimates for EBIT by 66%, believing scrap and zorba markets will remain strong in
the short term. Rating is upgraded to Buy from Hold and the target lifted to $20.00 from $16.30.
Overall, Ord Minnett is attracted to the scrap markets for the medium term because of the potential for
Chinese imports to increase and the positive ESG backdrop.
Downgrade
ATLAS ARTERIA ((ALX)) Downgrade to Hold from Add by Morgans .B/H/S: 2/3/0
Morgans downgrades the rating for Atlas Arteria to Hold from Add, given recent share price strength. The
target price rises to $6.35 from $6.31.
The broker forecasts DPS of 33 cents over the next 12 months, implying a 5.2% cash yield on the current share
price. With DPS growth, this yield lifts to greater than 8% by 2025-26. It's felt this will appeal to income
investors and to those looking for a covid-recovery trade.
CHALLENGER LIMITED ((CGF)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by UBS .B/H/S: 1/6/0
UBS considers an otherwise positive sales story at the investor day was offset by management lowering
the long-term return on equity (ROE) target. It's the second rebase in two years.
The company re-affirmed FY21 profit (NPBT) guidance at the 'lower end' of $390-440m and provided a maiden
FY22 guidance of $430-480m.
UBS lowers the rating to Neutral from Buy and the target price to $5.80 from $7. This largely reflects the lower
cost of equity (COE)
spread margin outlook, and the path back towards the lower ROE target, explains the broker.
COLES GROUP LIMITED ((COL)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse and Downgrade to
Neutral from Buy by Citi .B/H/S: 3/4/0
Despite the increase in depreciation guidance which led to a reduction in FY22/23 earnings forecasts, Credit
Suisse regards Coles Group's strategy update, in which it reaffirmed a commitment to pressing ahead with
investment as broadly positive.
Commenting on the update, the broker notes Coles plans to accelerate e-commerce performance and maintain
momentum on store
renewals take on added importance. The broker believes lower population growth is likely to make market
share an even more important differentiator of relative performance near term.
Credit Suisse believes upgraded capital expenditure guidance enables all of those variables to be managed
alongside peak expenditure in FY22 for warehouse automation.
In the latest update, 60% of capital expenditure is being directed towards efficiency and growth initiatives.
Given that Coles had a net cash position at the end of first half FY21, Credit Suisse notes funding is not a
constraint. Despite higher reinvestment the broker has not materially changed outer year earnings forecasts.
The broker downgrades Coles to Neutral from Outperform and lowers the price target to $17.16 from $18.19.
Coles' capital expenditure to sales has risen to around 2.6%, compared to 2.0% pre-covid. Citi notes the
company was under invested pre-covid compared to Woolworths, and implications of this and subsequent
catch-up spend will be less severe if a rational market persists.
Higher capital expenditure has been invested in supply chain and online improvements. Citi expects return on
capital expenditure to be invested rather than flow to underlying earnings, and that expenditure will moderate
at around $1.5bn by FY24.
Earnings are downgraded for FY22 and FY23 by 4% and 8% respectively.
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The rating is downgraded to Neutral and the target price decreases to $17.20 from $18.00.
See also COL upgrade.
CSL LIMITED ((CSL)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie .B/H/S: 4/3/0
Foot traffic at CSL's US collection centres continues to increase, but the pace has slowed somewhat from the
burst in April/May, Macquarie notes. Consensus earnings forecasts have risen modestly, while CSL has
outperformed the index by 7%.
This implies a level PE multiple expansion that the broker finds stretched. On a forecast total shareholder
return now of only 4.4%, Macquarie pulls back to Neutral from Outperform. Target unchanged at $312.
DOMINO'S PIZZA ENTERPRISES LIMITED ((DMP)) Downgrade to Hold from Add by Morgans .B/H/S: 1/4/1
Domino's Pizza Enterprises will acquire 100% of Domino's Taiwan for a payment of $79m. Morgans considers the
move a first step to building a larger presence in Asia, despite the relatively smaller size of the Taiwan
business.
The proximity of the new business to Japan will allow these two regions to share marketing and operational
functions. Management has noted a target of 400 stores in Taiwan, and Morgans expects strategy to be similar
to that of Japan with a focus on growing volume and stores.
Domino's Taiwan currently operates 157 stores and reported underlying earnings of $4.8m in FY20. The
purchase price represents 16.5 times FY20 underlying earnings, notably higher than the 10 times paid for the
Japan stake.
The rating is downgraded to Hold and the target price increases to $123.35 from $118.60.
DOWNER EDI LIMITED ((DOW)) Downgrade to Lighten from Hold by Ord Minnett .B/H/S: 5/0/0
Ord Minnett suggests labour costs and availability are turning into a key focal point for the industry, and
possibly trigger a number of profit warnings.
Based upon in-house research, the situation is most acute in Western Australia.
Downer EDI is the most labour-intensive business under the broker's coverage, and with the lowest margins.
Ord Minnett has decided to downgrade to Lighten from Hold, with the target price falling to $5.30 from $5.90.
EVENT HOSPITALITY & ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED ((EVT)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by Citi .B/H/S:
1/1/0
Citi has cited the weaker-than-expected Chinese box office performance during the Dragon Boat Festival as a
driver of increased uncertainty around the sustainability of the cinema recovery. The broker predicts Event
Hospitality & Entertainment's cinema revenues will not recover to pre-covid levels by FY25.
China's box office revenue reached a seven year low during the Dragon Boat Festival, down 40% on the 2019
festival.
The rating is downgraded to Neutral and the target price increases to $12.80 from $12.25.
IGO LIMITED ((IGO)) Downgrade to Underweight from Equal-weight by Morgan Stanley .B/H/S: 2/2/1
Morgan Stanley hails the achievement of a "clean energy" transition, noting this business is still in a strong cash
position. Nevertheless, the high implied value for the lithium business leaves a significant valuation gap, at
around -15%.
Hence, the broker downgrades to Underweight from Equal-weight.
Morgan Stanley suspects IGO Ltd could chase additional opportunities or increase dividend payments and
anticipates dividend yields could reach 6% in FY24. Target is raised to $6.35 from $5.65. Industry view:
Attractive.
INVOCARE LIMITED ((IVC)) Downgrade to Sell from Neutral by Citi .B/H/S: 1/3/2
InvoCare management have highlighted a road to recovery, but Citi notes it will be difficult, estimating the
company have lost around 260 basis points market share between 2015 and 2020.
This is despite the $455m spent on acquisition and capital expenditure during that time. The company has set
a target of continued annual capital expenditure at around $35m going forward.
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Death rate remains below trend for 2021 to date, presenting a challenging near-term outlook. Citi downgraded
earnings per share forecasts for FY21, F22 and FY23 by -29%, -13% and -15% respectively.
The rating is downgraded to Sell and the target price decreases to $10.00 from $11.50.
SOMNOMED LIMITED ((SOM)) Downgrade to Hold from Add by Morgans .B/H/S: 0/1/0
SomnoMed shares have rallied in recent months as access to dental and sleep clinics in North America and
Europe has improved. The broker looks to a July quarter update for company management to provide guidance
on stabilisation of the North American region.
Morgans highlights that a recall on an estimated 3.5m ventilation devices from competitor Philips may provide
a boost in demand for MAD devices, but notes it is too early to call.
The rating is downgraded to Hold and the target price of $2.55 is retained.
SUNCORP GROUP LIMITED ((SUN)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Credit Suisse and Downgrade
to Hold from Add by Morgans .B/H/S: 3/4/0
Suncorp has updated on its catastrophe expenses in the light of flooding in Victoria. In assuming the events in
Victoria create an additional expense of -$50m, Credit Suisse assesses FY21 peril expenses will be at least
-$1.05bn.
The broker points out the insurer has probably negotiated most of its July 1 reinsurance renewals so while the
current event could affect pricing of the remainder of the program, the impact should be minimal.
Following a strong run in the share price, Credit Suisse downgrades to Neutral from Outperform. Target is
$11.25.
Following the Victorian storms and flooding, the group will likely come in between $50m-$100m above its
original FY21 natural hazard allowance. Morgans forecasts are unaltered, having previously catered for natural
hazard costs $80m above allowances.
The broker lowers the rating to Hold from Add to reflect a strong share price rise over the last month. The
price target of $11.44 is unchanged.
WHITEHAVEN COAL LIMITED ((WHC)) Downgrade to Neutral from Buy by Citi .B/H/S: 6/1/0
While noting the in-house commodities team has revised up 2021 Newcastle 6000kcal thermal coal price
forecast to an average of US$93/t from $84/t, Citi sector analysts have downgraded their rating for
Whitehaven Coal to Neutral from Buy.
Price target has increased to $2.20 on higher forecasts, incorporating the revised coal price projections, but
the share price has rallied too. The latter explains the downgrade.
WOOLWORTHS GROUP LIMITED ((WOW)) Downgrade to Neutral from Outperform by Macquarie .B/H/S:
3/2/1
Macquarie observes the share price has had a strong run ahead of the upcoming de-merger of Endeavour
Group. The broker likes the medium-term growth outlook while the increased focus on core business should
drive efficiencies.
Yet, the rating is downgraded to Neutral from Outperform and the broker's preference is switched to Coles
Group ((COL)). Macquarie believes the de-merger is priced into the stock and the valuation is now full. Target
is steady at $44.50.
Total Recommendations

Recommendation Changes
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Broker Recommendation Breakup

Broker Rating
Order
Company
Upgrade
1
COLES GROUP LIMITED
2
ILUKA RESOURCES LIMITED
3
NICKEL MINES LIMITED
4
REGIS HEALTHCARE LIMITED
5
SEEK LIMITED
6
SIMS LIMITED
Downgrade
7
ATLAS ARTERIA
8
CHALLENGER LIMITED
9
COLES GROUP LIMITED
10
COLES GROUP LIMITED
11
CSL LIMITED
12
DOMINO'S PIZZA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
13
DOWNER EDI LIMITED
14
EVENT HOSPITALITY & ENTERTAINMENT LIMITED
15
IGO LIMITED
16
INVOCARE LIMITED
17
SOMNOMED LIMITED
18
SUNCORP GROUP LIMITED
19
SUNCORP GROUP LIMITED
20
WHITEHAVEN COAL LIMITED
21
WOOLWORTHS GROUP LIMITED

New Rating

Old Rating

Broker

Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy

Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral

Macquarie
Macquarie
Citi
Morgans
Macquarie
Ord Minnett

Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Sell
Neutral
Sell
Sell
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral
Neutral

Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Neutral
Buy
Neutral
Neutral
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy
Buy

Morgans
UBS
Citi
Credit Suisse
Macquarie
Morgans
Ord Minnett
Citi
Morgan Stanley
Citi
Morgans
Credit Suisse
Morgans
Citi
Macquarie

Recommendation
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
NIC NICKEL MINES LIMITED
2
REG REGIS HEALTHCARE LIMITED
3
ILU
ILUKA RESOURCES LIMITED
4
SGM SIMS LIMITED
5
BSL BLUESCOPE STEEL LIMITED
6
SEK SEEK LIMITED
7
PMV PREMIER INVESTMENTS LIMITED

New RatingPrevious
100.0%
50.0%
10.0%
50.0%
50.0%
67.0%
30.0%

Rating Change Recs
67.0%
33.0% 3
25.0%
25.0% 4
-10.0%
20.0% 5
33.0%
17.0% 6
33.0%
17.0% 6
50.0%
17.0% 6
25.0%
5.0% 5

New RatingPrevious
43.0%
40.0%
25.0%

Rating Change Recs
71.0%
-28.0% 7
60.0%
-20.0% 5
42.0%
-17.0% 6

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
SUN SUNCORP GROUP LIMITED
2
ALX ATLAS ARTERIA
3
WOW WOOLWORTHS GROUP LIMITED
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4
5
6
7
8
9
10

IGO
DMP
CGF
WHC
COL
CSL
DOW

IGO LIMITED
DOMINO'S PIZZA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
CHALLENGER LIMITED
WHITEHAVEN COAL LIMITED
COLES GROUP LIMITED
CSL LIMITED
DOWNER EDI LIMITED

8.0%
-8.0%
14.0%
86.0%
43.0%
57.0%
75.0%

25.0%
7.0%
29.0%
100.0%
57.0%
71.0%
83.0%

-17.0%
-15.0%
-15.0%
-14.0%
-14.0%
-14.0%
-8.0%

6
6
7
7
7
7
6

Target Price
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
WHC WHITEHAVEN COAL LIMITED
2
SGM SIMS LIMITED
3
SEK SEEK LIMITED
4
ILU
ILUKA RESOURCES LIMITED
5
PMV PREMIER INVESTMENTS LIMITED
6
DMP DOMINO'S PIZZA ENTERPRISES LIMITED
7
REG REGIS HEALTHCARE LIMITED
8
IGO IGO LIMITED
9
BSL BLUESCOPE STEEL LIMITED
10
ALX ATLAS ARTERIA

New TargetPrevious
2.214
18.567
31.273
7.210
27.220
100.427
2.295
6.967
23.573
6.290

Target Change Recs
2.100
5.43% 7
17.633
5.30% 6
29.873
4.69% 6
6.890
4.64% 5
26.258
3.66% 5
97.973
2.50% 6
2.243
2.32% 4
6.850
1.71% 6
23.323
1.07% 6
6.282
0.13% 5

New TargetPrevious
1.333
5.916
17.494
6.092
11.813

Target Change Recs
1.400
-4.79% 3
6.170
-4.12% 7
18.034
-2.99% 7
6.192
-1.61% 6
11.826
-0.11% 7

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
NIC NICKEL MINES LIMITED
2
CGF CHALLENGER LIMITED
3
COL COLES GROUP LIMITED
4
DOW DOWNER EDI LIMITED
5
SUN SUNCORP GROUP LIMITED

Earning Forecast
Positive Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
Company
1
TYR TYRO PAYMENTS LIMITED
2
SGM SIMS LIMITED
3
BOQ BANK OF QUEENSLAND LIMITED
4
MIN MINERAL RESOURCES LIMITED
5
ILU
ILUKA RESOURCES LIMITED
6
PMV PREMIER INVESTMENTS LIMITED
7
CGF CHALLENGER LIMITED
8
WHC WHITEHAVEN COAL LIMITED
9
SWM SEVEN WEST MEDIA LIMITED
10
RIO RIO TINTO LIMITED

New EF Previous EF Change Recs
-3.050
-3.525
13.48% 4
120.363
106.930
12.56% 6
67.229
61.757
8.86% 6
623.960
582.700
7.08% 5
42.738
40.018
6.80% 5
158.720
148.883
6.61% 5
41.114
38.829
5.88% 7
-8.900
-9.414
5.46% 7
7.985
7.593
5.16% 4
1829.738 1744.280
4.90% 7

Negative Change Covered by > 2 Brokers
Order Symbol
1
2
3
4
5
6

IAG
ASB
BLD
NIC
AST
SCP

7
8
9
10

REG
MND
IRE
RRL

Company
INSURANCE AUSTRALIA GROUP LIMITED
AUSTAL LIMITED
BORAL LIMITED
NICKEL MINES LIMITED
AUSNET SERVICES LIMITED
SHOPPING CENTRES AUSTRALASIA PROPERTY GROUP RE
LIMITED
REGIS HEALTHCARE LIMITED
MONADELPHOUS GROUP LIMITED
IRESS LIMITED
REGIS RESOURCES LIMITED

New EF
15.329
22.855
20.880
7.111
7.200
13.917
7.600
59.504
40.650
27.167

Previous
Change Recs
EF
21.057 -27.20% 7
24.555
-6.92% 4
22.417
-6.86% 5
7.443
-4.46% 3
7.531
-4.40% 6
14.433
-3.58% 6
7.800
60.444
41.150
27.453

-2.56%
-1.56%
-1.22%
-1.04%

4
5
4
7
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Technical limitations
If you are reading this story through a third party distribution channel and you cannot see charts
included, we apologise, but technical limitations are to blame.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
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Uranium Week: Uranium Equities Fall On
Reactor Fears
As the uranium spot price rises 14% over the last eight weeks, uranium shares tumble on concerns over a
Chinese nuclear reactor.
-News of damage inside a Chinese nuclear power plant
-Yellow Cake Plc raises US$88m to fund uranium purchases
-Uranium spot price rises by less than 1% for the week
Shares of uranium equities posted significant losses last week following media reports of damage to a nuclear
power plant in China.
Framatome and Électricité de France, the French companies involved in the construction and operation of two
nuclear reactors at Taishan, acknowledged difficulties had occurred in the operation of Reactor 1.
The Chinese government said that “about five” of the uranium fuel rods inside a nuclear power plant in
southeastern China had been damaged, but added that no radiation had leaked out of reactors at the site.
In a June 8 memo, Framatome informed the US Department of Energy the Chinese safety authority has
continued to raise regulatory "off-site dose limits." It also said the company suspects that limit might be
increased again so as to keep the leaking reactor running, despite safety concerns for the surrounding
population.
Some of the larger falls on the Toronto stock exchange included Cameco and Uranium Participation Corp,
which closed last week down -10.6% and -8.3%. Meanwhile in Australia, Paladin Energy ((PDN)), Boss Energy
((BOE)) and Deep Yellow ((DYL)) fell -20%, -13.5% and -15%, respectively.
In an explanatory note on the International Atomic Energy Agency website, fuel cladding failures are said to be
a known and not uncommon occurrence within the operation of nuclear power plants. Nuclear power plants
have operating procedures which allow the ongoing monitoring of the damaged fuel elements and operations
can continue within the pre-defined safe operating parameters.
There are operating strategies available to minimise the impact of a fuel failure and ultimately, if necessary,
the reactor could be safely shutdown before the technical specification limits were to be reached. The
damaged fuel elements would then be inspected and replaced, and the reactor returned to operations.
Company news
Strong investor interest prevailed for Yellow Cake Plc last week, despite the volatile sharemarket, due to the
Taishan power plant news.
The company has moved forward with converting 25m shares in order to raise approximately US$88m to
purchase 1-2mlbs of uranium from Kazatomprom.
The company has increased its overall holdings in 2021 to what will soon be over 15mlbs from 9mlbs, under its
“buy and hold” investment strategy.
ASX-listed Boss Energy yesterday released an updated feasabilty study identifying lower costs and increased
financial returns for the 100%-owned Honeymoon Uranium Project in South Australia. The findings show the
project is set to enjoy extremely robust margins, given contract prices for uranium are currently in the high
US$30's/lb. The study found that proposed changes to Honeymoon's processing method would cut
all-in-sustaining costs by -16% to US$25.62/lb.
Uranium pricing
TradeTech's Weekly Spot Price Indicator rose slightly to US$32.50/lb, an increase of US$0.10 from last week's
Indicator.
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The Indicator has risen nearly 14% in the last eight weeks, and almost 7% in 2021, averaging a 0.3% weekly gain.
The average Weekly Spot Price Indicator in 2021 is US$29.96/lb, US$0.25 above the 2020 average.
A total of 300,000lbs U3O8 was traded in deals reported for the week, compared to last week’s volume of
almost 1mlbs.
Sellers maintained an optimistic outlook, spurred in part by the above-mentioned announcement by Yellow
Cake Plc. Additionally, increased utility demand, both formal and informal, is influencing the outlook of sellers
as they assess when and at what level they should actively offer their material, explains TradeTech.
Over 2.5mlbs is being sought by utilities in various forms (U3O8, UF6, and enriched uranium product [EUP]) for
delivery between the latter part of 2021 and extending into 2022.
TradeTech's term price indicators are US$31.50/lb (mid) and US$35.00/lb (long).
Demand continues to increase in the mid-term delivery period as buyers step forward to acquire material with
delivery beginning as early as 2022. Thus far, TradeTech reports buyers have seen relatively flat prices when
compared to the price increases noted in the spot uranium market, especially if the transaction involves
limited quantities and price exposure for the seller.
As buyers expand their requests into the long-term delivery period, there is a marked increase in prices beyond
the 2025 delivery window, although uranium sellers have demonstrated a willingness to compete aggressively,
especially for end-user business regardless of the delivery period.
For now, some sellers are willing to accept lower prices for long-term deliveries in expectation that the rise in
spot uranium prices will eventually lead to an increase in the term uranium price. This is because the term
price historically lags the spot uranium price, explains TradeTech.

Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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The Short Report - 24 Jun 2021
See Guide further below (for readers with full access).
Summary:
By Greg Peel
Week Ending June 17, 2021.
Last week saw the ASX200 peak out at a record 7400 before falling into a Fed-confusion pothole early this
week. While the index bounced swiftly out of the hole, we now have the NSW outbreak in focus.
The rally into blue sky has prompted some reductions of short positions, as is evident by the amount of green
on the table below, bit no sign of panic. Shorters are sticking to their guns with regard a handful of stocks.
But nor has the rally prompted a rush to increase shorts or target new stocks. One exception is gold miner
West African Resources ((WAF)), which debuted at the bottom of the table last week.
This week, Macquarie upgraded the miner to Outperform following a share price decline.
Otherwise, the usual suspects are mostly shuffling around, and no position change last week exceeded one
percentage point.
Weekly short positions as a percentage of market cap:
10%+
KGN 11.8
WEB 10.3
Out: RSG
9.0-9.9
RSG, FLT
In: RSG
8.0-8.9%
ING, EOS, TGR, TPW
No changes
7.0-7.9%
Z1P
Out: MP1, MTS
6.0-6.9%
MTS, MP1, IVC, JBH, MSB, EML
In: MP1, MTS, EML

Out: BVS, A2M

5.0-5.9%
BVS, BGL, A2M, ALK, WAF
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In: BVS, A2M, WAF

Out: EML, OBL, AVH

Movers & Shakers
Nothing this week.
ASX20 Short Positions (%)
Code Last Week Week Before Code Last Week Week Before
ALL

0.1

0.2

MQG

0.2

0.2

ANZ

0.8

1.0

NAB

0.9

0.9

APT

1.8

1.9

NCM

0.1

0.1

BHP

4.1

4.2

RIO

0.2

0.3

BXB

0.4

0.5

TCL

0.6

0.6

CBA

0.5

0.6

TLS

0.2

0.2

COL

0.6

0.6

WBC

0.8

0.9

CSL

0.2

0.2

WES

0.2

0.3

FMG

0.5

0.6

WOW

0.3

0.3

GMG

0.2

0.2

WPL

1.0

1.0

To see the full Short Report, please go to this link
Guide:
The Short Report draws upon data provided by the Australian Securities & Investment Commission (ASIC) to
highlight significant weekly moves in short positions registered on stocks listed on the Australian Securities
Exchange (ASX). Short positions in exchange-traded funds (ETF) and non-ordinary shares are not included.
Short positions below 5% are not included in the table below but may be noted in the accompanying text if
deemed significant.
Please take note of the Important Information provided at the end of this report. Percentage amounts in this
report refer to percentage of ordinary shares on issue.
Stock codes highlighted in green have seen their short positions reduce in the week by an amount sufficient
to move them into a lower percentage bracket. Stocks highlighted in red have seen their short positions
increase in the week by an amount sufficient to move them into a higher percentage bracket. Moves in excess
of one percentage point or more are discussed in the Movers & Shakers report below.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION ABOUT THIS REPORT
The above information is sourced from daily reports published by the Australian Investment & Securities
Commission (ASIC) and is provided by FNArena unqualified as a service to subscribers. FNArena would like to
make it very clear that immediate assumptions cannot be drawn from the numbers alone.
It is wrong to assume that short percentages published by ASIC simply imply negative market positions held by
fund managers or others looking to profit from a fall in respective share prices. While all or part of certain
short percentages may indeed imply such, there are also a myriad of other reasons why a short position might
be held which does not render that position “naked” given offsetting positions held elsewhere. Whatever
balance of percentages truly is a “short” position would suggest there are negative views on a stock held by
some in the market and also would suggest that were the news flow on that stock to turn suddenly positive,
“short covering” may spark a short, sharp rally in that share price. However short positions held as an offset
against another position may prove merely benign.
Often large short positions can be attributable to a listed hybrid security on the same stock where traders
look to “strip out” the option value of the hybrid with offsetting listed option and stock positions. Short
positions may form part of a short stock portfolio offsetting a long share price index (SPI) futures portfolio – a
popular trade which seeks to exploit windows of opportunity when the SPI price trades at an overextended
discount to fair value. Short positions may be held as a hedge by a broking house providing dividend
reinvestment plan (DRP) underwriting services or other similar services. Short positions will occasionally need
to be adopted by market makers in listed equity exchange traded fund products (EFT). All of the above are
just some of the reasons why a short position may be held in a stock but can be considered benign in share
price direction terms due to offsets.
Market makers in stock and stock index options will also hedge their portfolios using short positions where
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Market makers in stock and stock index options will also hedge their portfolios using short positions where
necessary. These delta hedges often form the other side of a client's long stock-long put option protection
trade, or perhaps long stock-short call option (“buy-write”) position. In a clear example of how published
short percentages can be misleading, an options market maker may hold a short position below the implied
delta hedge level and that actually implies a “long” position in that stock.
Another popular trading strategy is that of “pairs trading” in which one stock is held short against a long
position in another stock. Such positions look to exploit perceived imbalances in the valuations of two stocks
and imply a “net neutral” market position.
Aside from all the above reasons as to why it would be a potential misconception to draw simply conclusions
on short percentages, there are even wider issues to consider. ASIC itself will admit that short position data is
not an exact science given the onus on market participants to declare to their broker when positions truly are
“short”. Without any suggestion of deceit, there are always participants who are ignorant of the regulations.
Discrepancies can also arise when short positions are held by a large investment banking operation offering
multiple stock market services as well as proprietary trading activities. Such activity can introduce the
possibility of either non-counting or double-counting when custodians are involved and beneficial ownership
issues become unclear.
Finally, a simple fact is that the Australian Securities Exchange also keeps its own register of short positions.
The figures provided by ASIC and by the ASX at any point do not necessarily correlate.
FNArena has offered this qualified explanation of the vagaries of short stock positions as a warning to
subscribers not to jump to any conclusions or to make investment decisions based solely on these unqualified
numbers. FNArena strongly suggests investors seek advice from their stock broker or financial adviser before
acting upon any of the information provided herein.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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The Wrap: Storage, Retail, Banks & Spending
Weekly Broker Wrap: storage; retail; bank fees; debt & expenditure
-Jarden initiates on storage A-REITs envisaging a strategic opportunity
-Australian retailers set for a bumper reporting season
-Upside potential for major bank fee income heading into FY22
-Higher consumer expenditure, funded by higher debt, a sign of optimism
By Eva Brocklehurst
Storage
Jarden has initiated coverage on two storage A-REITs based on assessment of the strategic opportunity relative
to valuation. The broker has an Overweight rating on Abacus Group ((ABP)) and prefers it to National Storage
((NSR)) with a Neutral rating because of a concentrated storage portfolio and turnaround potential after 3-4
years of restructuring.
This should allow more predictable growth in returns. Still, the broker considers National Storage
well-positioned to benefit from the strength in storage demand. National Storage is the only pure listed
storage operator in Australia. While Jarden likes the steady 4-4.5% growth in underlying earnings combined
with a 4% dividend yield, better value is envisaged elsewhere in the sector.
The broker acknowledges the potential upside risk to National Storage from heightened corporate activity,
noting there have been three competing takeover bids in early 2020. For Abacus Property the commercial
investment platform does have its challenges but the broker believes the focus on partnerships and proactive
asset management provide an attractive risk/reward.
The reason storage has attracted the broker lies with the fact it offers demand fundamentals that benefit from
a booming housing market, growth in online retailing and urbanisation. Moreover, listed operators have strong
brands, scale and operations. Both companies should be able to boost growth through acquisitions in what is a
fragmented industry.
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Retail
CLSA notes Australian retailers have had an excellent 12 months and have made, in some cases, more profit in
the first half of FY21 than they did in all of 2020. The broker sampled 33 companies and notes median sales
growth in FY21 in the year to date was 21%.
The broker expects the cash will flow in the upcoming reporting season and retailers will be more willing than
ever to return this to shareholders in the form of special dividends and other initiatives. Across 13 retailers in
the broker's coverage, FY21 is expected to deliver around $6bn in total dividends, equivalent to a 3.6%
fully-franked dividend yield.
In reaction to revised earnings, dividend payout-out assumptions and/or price action the broker reiterates a
Buy rating for Adairs ((ADH)) while downgrading Super Retail ((SUL)) to Outperform from Buy. Kathmandu
((KMD)) is downgraded to Sell from Underperform.
Banks
Morgan Stanley acknowledges a rebound in activity could produce upside to its forecasts for major bank fees in
FY22 but this is unlikely to have a material impact on earnings estimates.
The Reserve Bank of Australia recently revealed 2020 data on Australian bank fees, noting a fall of -6.5% in
2020. Business loans were the largest category of fees and were flat. Fees for merchant services, around 25%
of the total, fell by -9% and credit cards/personal loans by -14%.
Morgan Stanley finds it difficult to reconcile major bank disclosures with the RBA data as the latter includes all
banks and only Australian fees, yet the decline in major bank fee income, which the broker calculates at
around -7.5% in FY20, is broadly consistent with the RBA numbers. The broker calculates the largest falls were
at ANZ Bank ((ANZ)) and Westpac ((WBC)).
The broker forecasts major bank fee and commission income to be down -1% in FY21 and to rise by around 2.5%
and FY22 and acknowledges the economic recovery and rebound in activity could mean estimates prove
conservative, particularly at ANZ Bank.
Morgan Stanley also emphasises that as the banks have simplified their strategies and become less diverse,
mortgage growth and margins have become even more important drivers of revenue growth.
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Debt/Expenditure
In conducting its eighth survey, from May 12 to June 2, UBS notes a decline in savings intentions along with an
upbeat household financial outlook. This has driven spending intentions to the highest level in the survey
history.
Higher expenditure has been funded by higher debt, a sign of increasing risk appetite. Yet, unlike prior trends,
the rise in spending intentions was driven by low-income earners preferring services over goods
in contrast, high income earners have moderated expenditure as well as property purchasing intentions. The
survey also indicated that less than 15% of JobKeeper recipients were unemployed after the end of the
program.
Low and middle income earners expect higher incomes in the next 12 months and high income earner
expectations remain elevated. The broker concludes the labour market will tighten rapidly, expecting
unemployment to fall to 4.5% by the end of 2021 and wages inflation lift to 2.7% by the end of 2022.
This dynamic is likely to boost household income and, coupled with the drawdown in savings implied by the
survey, could sustain the current boom in spending. UBS assesses consumers are rotating to services
expenditure from goods and this should continue once coronavirus-related restrictions are eased in NSW and
Victoria.
The most negative implication was for automotive dealers as new car demand fell to a record low, largely,
UBS suspects, because of a lack of supply. Consumers intend to buy more used cars and, as a result, spend
more on motor vehicle servicing.
A reduction in the likelihood of mortgagees asking for a rate discount is a positive sign for the banks while in
utilities consumers expect to use less electricity. A significant share of respondents are looking to change
providers, with Origin Energy ((ORG)) the most preferred provider.
More people in the survey also said they were likely to use aged care services for themselves and their parents
in the wake of the Royal Commission, which the broker suggests is a positive for the aged care sector.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Treasure Chest: Boral Sale Adds Complexity
FNArena's Treasure Chest reports on money making ideas from stockbrokers and other experts. Boral will sell
its North American building products business, ex fly ash, adding complexity in the face of the offer from
Seven Group
-Several unknowns for the balance sheet with this latest sale
-Substantial funds available for shareholder returns
-Can Boral achieve its full transformation benefit target?
By Eva Brocklehurst
Valuing Boral ((BLD)) has become more complex, as the company has agreed to sell its North American
building products business to Westlake Chemical for US$2.15bn. Profit from the sale was not disclosed but
should be confirmed at the FY21 result on August 24, 2021.
Citi notes the US housing market has exceeded FY19 levels to date and there is a high level of correlation
between the underlying performance of light building product margins and the macro building environment.
The broker calculates the sale represents an enterprise value/operating earnings (EBITDA) multiple of around
12x and transaction multiples for similar businesses in the US have averaged around 10x. This compares with
the pre-synergies payment Boral made for the Headwaters business, which included fly ash, of 10.6x
EV/EBITDA.

The company continues to operate the fly ash business and has flagged the potential for a joint venture,
strategic alliance or divestment. Citi assesses the next catalyst will be the FY21 result in August, or earlier
should a decision be made about fly ash. The sale of the building products segment implies a valuation for
Morgan Stanley of around 4x EBITDA for fly ash in its valuation.
There are several unknowns JPMorgan points to with this latest sale, including the tax rate Boral will incur
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after the divestment, the degree of stranded costs and the actual split of North American earnings between
building products and fly ash.
Capital Management
Net debt has been revised down to $1.3bn which implies up to $$3.56bn in shareholder returns may be
available. The method Boral will use to distribute funds remains debatable and will depend on a number of
factors at the time the sale is completed, Citi suggests.
The broker notes the core domestic business has not lacked reinvestment in recent years and the group has
minimal franking credits. Citi has suspended its rating and target as it is acting as adviser to Boral on the
announced off-market offer from Seven Group ((SVW)).
JPMorgan upgrades to Neutral from Underweight as its valuation has increased and notes the potential for
Seven Group to raise its bid for Boral from $6.50 a share. Credit Suisse has also flagged the independent
expert report, which valued Boral around 15% above consensus and stated it expects Australian earnings (EBIT)
to return to FY19 levels by FY23 and Australian EBITDA to be 55% of the group.
The Transformation Benefits
Earlier this month, Boral provided underlying earnings guidance for FY21 of $340-450m and provided some
more detail regarding the target of $300m in transformation benefits.
In modelling the transformation benefits for the first time Credit Suisse forecasts relatively flat underlying
earnings for FY21 despite attributing net transformation benefits of $75m and $85m from prior period one-offs
attributed by prior management. The broker models a further 50% of targeted net benefits of $60-75m in FY22
and incorporates zero of the remainder in forecasts beyond that year.
JPMorgan is not yet prepared for an Overweight recommendation as the valuation does not appear particularly
stretched, and remains sceptical about management's transformation target.
The broker expects EBIT of $205m in FY21 for Australia, ex property, including $125m in gross benefits ($75m
net). This implies underlying EBIT of just $80m and compares to the last trough cycle earnings of $230m in
FY12.
JPMorgan does anticipate earnings will grow in the years ahead as demand normalises but remains dubious that
management can deliver all the benefits from the transformation plan in the Australian division. JPMorgan,
white labelled by Ord Minnett on the FNArena database, has a $6.70 target.
The database has two Buy and two Hold ratings. The consensus target is $6.58, signalling -6.6% downside to
the last share price.
Find out why FNArena subscribers like the service so much: "Your Feedback (Thank You)" - Warning this story
contains unashamedly positive feedback on the service provided.
FNArena is proud about its track record and past achievements: Ten Years On
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Rudi's View: 2021, The Year Of Doubt
In this week's Weekly Insights:
-2021, The Year Of Doubt
-Conviction Calls
-Research To Download
2021, The Year Of Doubt
By Rudi Filapek-Vandyck, Editor FNArena
Others see a world dominated by central bank interventions, fiscal stimulus, a virus that refuses to surrender,
still rising inequality, asset price inflation and a growing consensus on climate action, but I look upon 2021 as
the Year Of Doubt.
Are equity prices finally ready to come back to earth? How high can house prices rise, really? Is bitcoin making
a fool out of all of us? 'Value' stocks have had a rough time for most of the past decade, why aren't they rallying
more? Surely corporate bonds are today's ultimate bubble?
Inflation cannot stay 'hidden' forever, or can it? Why are bond yields falling? Whatever happened to gold as the
inflation-safe store of wealth? Is global debt ever going to shrink? Are we already too late to save the world
from climate disaster? Is war with China inevitable? What will the New Normal look like?
These are still only a selected few of the many doubts and questions that live inside human brains in 2021. And
yet, somehow equity indices have denied all forecasts for a range-trading outlook, or worse, and set new
record after new record as we approach mid-year.
It's just one of many inconsistencies inside financial markets in 2021.
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****
Doubts, and many persistent questions. They may, on balance, not have held back share market indices over
the past half-year, but they dominate the landscape underneath the surface, where individual stock prices
reside.
Take engineers, contractors and mining services providers as an (excellent) example.
With global economic indicators running hot and commodity producers enjoying a strong revival in prices for
iron ore, copper, crude oil and the like, share prices for those companies servicing the commodities sector
should be well and truly shooting the lights out by now.
They most certainly are not, with the occasional exception that is ALS ((ALQ)) or XRF Scientific ((XRF)).
Yet, most sector analysts remain adamant:
All of our key indicators suggest a high likelihood of a sustained increase in mineral investment that we believe
will likely provide plenty of demand for services through the cycle, from exploration to construction and
production, analysts at Canaccord Genuity reported on Monday.
"Commodity prices are at multi-year highs, mining ECM [equity capital markets] activity remains very
elevated and the balance sheets of the majors are stronger than they have been in over a decade."
Yet, share prices for the companies involved are trading well below valuations and price targets set by
Canaccord and other sector analysts. Shares in Seven Group ((SVW)) are trading -29% below consensus target.
Monadelphous ((MND)), widely seen as the quality standard for the sector locally, is well off from the price
reached in December and nowhere near the $12.39 consensus target.
It can get a lot worse elsewhere in the sector. Shares in NRW Holdings ((NWH)), highly leveraged to iron ore
and infrastructure spending, are currently trading no less than -79% below consensus target.
This now leads to the rather odd situation that when a broker like Canaccord Genuity adds four additional
mining services providers to its coverage, total coverage of the sector rises to eight Buy recommendations out
of nine, including one Speculative Buy, and with NRW Holdings as the sole Hold-rated stock.
But share prices are not moving.
The key reason is doubt. There are plenty of reasons to suspect not every company in the sector will equally
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benefit from tomorrow's boom time conditions triggered by increased spending by governments (on
infrastructure) and by commodity producers.
The costs for doing business across the sector are rising, which casts a question mark over future profits and
margins, not in the least because all companies are battling with a lack of available skilled labour in Australia.
There are question marks too about how much spending will actually occur.
Not everybody is on board with the idea of a new prolonged commodities cycle and the likes of coal and oil are
increasingly finding it harder to attract fresh capital as ESG investors avoid exposure and others see a world
increasingly adopting net zero emission pledges and targets.
For a sector that usually follows customers around the world, border closures and travel restrictions are not
helping, and neither are equipment and machinery shortages.
Shareholders will be hoping their company will be among the positive surprises in August, but so far investors
have decided it's way too difficult to separate winners from losers, not wanting to be exposed to the next
profit warning.
****
The story thus far for mining services providers is not fundamentally different than for owners of office towers,
retail shopping malls, online shopping channels, car parts and aftermarket services, travel and leisure stocks,
insurers, or your average small cap technology company.
Share prices might no longer be as depressed as they seem for mining services providers, in all cases there is
plenty of doubt in investors' mind that can put a lid on share prices on any given moment.
But no doubt is as high as for the 2021 reflation trade.
The new calendar year started off with the idea that vaccines would take care of the global pandemic and
border restrictions, and re-opening economies would trigger one ginormous V-shaped recovery leading to tight
labour markets, inflation, higher bond yields and less accommodative central bankers. All hail to the banks and
a potential new Commodities Super Cycle!
In practice, however, what we have witnessed is one extremely rapid switch from last year's beneficiaries into
market laggards ('Value') on the back of bond yields doubling from exceptionally depressed levels, but that
widely anticipated and commented upon reflation trade has found it increasingly difficult to retain composure
from, say, mid-March onwards.
Look no further than the fact the FNArena/Vested Equities All-Weather Model Portfolio has outperformed the
broader index in Australia in each of the three consecutive months since, and June might yet continue that
trend.
As everyone probably knows by now, the All-Weather Portfolio has nil exposure to energy stocks, mining
companies or banks, but the past four months or so have seen a remarkable come-back for the likes of CSL
((CSL)), Goodman Group (GMG)), Ansell ((ANN)), Xero ((XRO)), and Pro Medicus ((PME)) which largely explains
the how and why.
****
On Monday, in complete defiance to general sentiment, UBS issued a Sell recommendation for Rio Tinto ((RIO))
on its persistent conviction that iron ore prices will be a lot lower in the years ahead.
This means, suggest the analysts, that while dividends and cash flows still look attractive this year, near-term
risks are increasing and the share price will start reflecting this. UBS's new price target is $104. The shares
closed at $123.47 on Friday.
One of the reasons to potentially doubt ongoing strength for iron ore and other commodity prices is the fact
the Chinese domestic economy seems to be slowing quicker than anticipated. A second reason would be the
fact Chinese authorities' intention is to reduce speculation in order to pull market prices down.
But there are plenty of other reasons to doubt the reflation trade from here.
Economic indicators globally are suggesting the V-shaped momentum is slowing. Is it peaking, maybe? If this
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proves the case the general conversation will soon shift to: is the Fed repeating its policy mistake from 2018?
A worst case scenario would be for inflation to stick around for longer while economies revert back to snail
pace growth. Imagine what would happen if central bankers focus on the first, ignore or underestimate the
second, and then start hiking interest rates.
One reason to temper one's enthusiasm for the economic growth outlook is the ability of covid-19 to mutate
regularly and continue causing mayhem across the globe. As we've all been witnessing in Australia,
governments are not without flaws when it comes to rolling out mass vaccination programs and communicating
uniformly and with consistency to their populations.
How long before investors might need to have another look at next year's corporate profit forecasts, possibly
concluding they might be too high?
One reason to doubt the strength of the economic recovery thus far is that, looking beyond the various
headline numbers, there appears to be a close correlation between government support programs and
spending by businesses and households. What does this tell us about the exact outlook when such government
support is no longer active?
More doubt.
****
All of the above, and then some, is being reflected in today's bond markets in which the 10-year US Treasury is
falling apart, not showing higher yields as one would expect to happen in a world that has seen central
bankers turn gradually more hawkish (or less dovish, whatever your angle) with seven voters on the Federal
Open Market Committee (FOMC) now suggesting the US could potentially see rate hikes as early as next year.
In order to remain consistent with the narrative from earlier in the year, US ten-year bond yields should now
be eyeing 2%, but they are moving into the opposite direction. This would be consistent with (much) slower
growth ahead and no inflation to worry about.
History shows bond markets are far from perfect, but they do get the outlook correct more often than equities.
There are quite a number of heroic tales of investors who managed to escape the carnage from the GFC
because they heeded the warning from bond markets in 2007, and sold out before it all started crumbling.
In the same breath, it is way too early to tell what exactly is happening in bond markets, and how long it may
last. Plus, of course, bonds can be wrong.
Strategists at JPMorgan, for example, have been telling their clientele not to give up on the reflation trade
because bond markets have stopped supporting that trade, at face value, for now.
They suspect a number of technicalities are behind the downtrend in bond yields since they peaked in March,
but the uptrend should resume as soon as the Fed starts talking about and preparing for 'tapering', which,
according to most forecasters, is bound to occur later in 2021 or early next year.
But what if bonds are suggesting global growth is trending back to the slow pace that was prevalent
pre-pandemic, implying this year's burst from last year's bottom, supported by never-before-seen government
support and central banks' largesse, was simply a brief, one-off, phenomenon?
Soon inflation will make room for disinflation, again?
More doubt.
****
From a portfolio perspective, and in line with my prior writings and commentary, I remain of the view that
genuine portfolio diversification, whereby one outcome in the Grand Inflation Debate does not fully destroy or
make this year's investment return, remains the appropriate way to deal with this year's volatility and
uncertainties.
Keeping cash on the sidelines to take advantage whenever opportunity arrives seems but appropriate too.
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Conviction Calls
Those responsible for Model Portfolios at stockbroker Morgans have finally bitten the bullet on Aurizon
Holdings ((AZJ)). Yes, the share price looks cheap. Yes, shareholders should expect an unusually high dividend
at the current price.
But all Aurizon shares have managed thus far is a rather feeble attempt to rally off a decade-low share price,
and it doesn't look like it's sustainable; not when the broad market is back into extreme volatility mode.
All this against a background of the company board providing additional support through an on-market share
buyback.
Morgans blames the growing importance of ESG in an ever more visible impact from investment funds avoiding
and departing from companies associated with dirty fossil fuels. Aurizon might well prove the canary in the
proverbial coal mine, pun intended!
Instead Morgans' Balanced Model Portfolio has bought shares in Computershare ((CPU)), for its natural hedge
against inflation and rates, the stockbroker explains.
And while oil prices are among those most leveraged to economic reflation and an anticipated weaker US
dollar, an internal discussion about the sector did not lead to any new sector exposures. Though the Growth
Model Portfolio is keen to increase its exposure to the local energy sector, in particular through buying more
shares in sector-favourite Santos ((STO)).
Stock pickers at Wilsons like local oil & gas stocks too with Santos and Woodside Petroleum ((WPL)) both on the
Focus List.
The Growth Model Portfolio also discussed adding TPG Telecom ((TPG)) but ultimately took no action.
****
Over at Macquarie, the Model Portfolio is shifting to a more defensive bias as economic momentum is slowing
and the focus of markets and decision makers at the Federal Reserve is increasingly shifting towards 'tapering'.
Macquarie's view is that real bond yields will still rise as the Fed moves towards tapering.
UBS agrees, and it is for this exact reason UBS does not think gold will perform over the remainder of 2021.
Macquarie sees the above dynamic playing out via a weaker Aussie dollar, and thus a preference for offshore
earners on the ASX. The Macquarie Model Portfolio has added exposure to healthcare, via Cochlear ((COH)),
ResMed ((RMD)) and Healius ((HLS)); the portfolio already had exposure to Ramsay Health Care ((RHC)).
In response to the slowing economic momentum, Macquarie has also added Coles ((COL)) and Woolworths
((WOW)) shares. As banks are expected to prove relatively defensive, positions in ANZ Bank ((ANZ)) and
Westpac ((WBC)) have been enlarged.
To reduce the Model Portfolio's cyclicality, all shares in BlueScope Steel ((BSL)), Worley ((WOR)), Origin Energy
((ORG)) and Northern Star ((NST)) have been sold, while positions have been reduced for BHP Group ((BHP)),
Woodside Petroleum, Seven Group ((SVW)), Crown Resorts ((CWN)), and Sydney Airport ((SYD)).
****
One of the advantages of offshore stockbrokers expanding into Australia is they arrive with a fresh set of eyes.
New Zealand-headquartered Jarden recently initiated coverage on Australia's energy sector.
Jarden's verdict is the sector is preparing for the next wave of growth. Though the path forward is not without
risks. Jarden cites cost and labour pressures, oil and LNG and increasing regulatory and investor expectations
as key challenges.
Oil Search ((OSH)) is most preferred among large cap companies, followed by Woodside Petroleum, then
Santos. Among smaller caps, Senex Energy ((SXY)) is the favourite while the broker also sees 'value' in Beach
Energy ((BPT)) and Cooper Energy ((COE)).
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****
The above-mentioned Wilsons Focus List, proud holders of energy sector exposure, which also includes Worley
and BHP Group, has added Insurance Australia Group ((IAG)), increased exposure to CSL ((CSL)), while reducing
exposure to Macquarie Group ((MQG)) and selling out of Super Retail Group ((SUL)).
Research To Download
Independent Investment Research (IIR) on Monash Absolute Active Trust ((MAAT)):
https://www.fnarena.com/downloadfile.php?p=w&n=BCE952C8-CB47-7CE7-C58B8CF13107DC45
(This story was written on Monday 21st June, 2021. It was published on the day in the form of an email to
paying subscribers, and again on Thursday as a story on the website).
(Do note that, in line with all my analyses, appearances and presentations, all of the above names and
calculations are provided for educational purposes only. Investors should always consult with their
licensed investment advisor first, before making any decisions. All views are mine and not by association
FNArena's – see disclaimer on the website.
In addition, since FNArena runs a Model Portfolio based upon my research on All-Weather Performers it is
more than likely that stocks mentioned are included in this Model Portfolio. For all questions about this:
info@fnarena.com or via the direct messaging system on the website).
****
BONUS PUBLICATIONS FOR FNARENA SUBSCRIBERS
Paid subscribers to FNArena (6 and 12 mnths) receive several bonus publications, at no extra cost, including:
– The AUD and the Australian Share Market (which stocks benefit from a weaker AUD, and which ones don't?)
– Make Risk Your Friend. Finding All-Weather Performers, January 2013 (The rationale behind investing in
stocks that perform irrespective of the overall investment climate)
– Make Risk Your Friend. Finding All-Weather Performers, December 2014 (The follow-up that accounts for an
ever changing world and updated stock selection)
– Change. Investing in a Low Growth World. eBook that sells through Amazon and other channels. Tackles the
main issues impacting on investment strategies today and the world of tomorrow.
– Who's Afraid Of The Big Bad Bear? eBook and Book (print) available through Amazon and other channels. Your
chance to relive 2016, and become a wiser investor along the way.
Subscriptions cost $440 (incl GST) for twelve months or $245 for six and can be purchased here (depending on
your status, a subscription to FNArena might be tax deductible):
https://www.fnarena.com/index.php/sign-up/
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TERMS AND CONDITIONS OF USE, AND DISCLAIMERS
These Terms and Conditions of Use, and Disclaimers constitutes your agreement with FNArena Ltd
with respect to your use of its FNArena website, its weekday news periodical, Australian Broker Call,
as well as any other publications (including articles) FNArena may publish on its website, or
anywhere else, from time to time.
Please read the contents of this page carefully as it contains important legal information and
disclaimers. By entering and perusing the website, reading the Australian Broker Call, or, if you are
subscriber, by entering the password protected part of the website, you acknowledge that you have
read, understood and accept this agreement.
By accepting this agreement you acknowledge, understand and accept the following:
1. Reference to “FN Arena” and “FNArena” means reference to FNArena Ltd, its journalists,
directors, other employees, affiliates, agents, associates and subsidiaries.
2. FNArena Ltd is the owner of the FN Arena website and brand name.
3. Reference to “we” or “us” is reference to FNArena.
4. Reference to “this website” or the “FNArena website” means reference to www.fnarena.com, and
includes reference to FNArena’s weekday news periodical, Australian Broker Call, as well as any
other publications (including articles) FNArena may publish on this website, or anywhere else, from
time to time.
5. Reference to “news periodicals” means reference to FNArena’s weekday periodical, Australian
Broker Call, as well as any other periodicals FNArena may publish from time to time on this website,
or anywhere else, from time to time.
6. Reference to “publications” in this agreement means any material, including articles, published or
put in print on the FNArena website, or anywhere else, whatsoever, and includes FNArena’s
weekday periodical, Australian Broker Call, and any other periodicals FNArena may publish from
time to time.
7. Reference to a “visitor” means, you, a visitor to this website, and includes a subscriber to
Australian Broker Call as well as any other publications or periodicals FNArena may, from time to
time, publish through its website.
8. FNArena is a media company which employs financial journalists to report financial news.
FNArena’s journalists perform the required research and collect the information that is, ultimately,
each day, published on this website and in FNArena’s news periodicals. As is obvious, the process by
which the information is collected and delivered to you is a purely journalistic one and, therefore,
the comments, opinions and recommendations FNArena reports on this website are not the
opinions of FNArena or any of its journalist or other employees. FNArena is ONLY and specifically a

matter‐of‐fact reporter of industry signals suggesting price direction probability of some shares.
FNArena simply delivers the information – it does not create it.
9. Although FNArena obtains the information published herein from sources deemed to be reliable,
and given and received in good faith, it cannot and does not guarantee its accuracy. FNArena does
not take any responsibility either for the financial soundness or for the correctness of statement
made or opinion expressed in the data or content reported by FNArena, and cannot and does not
guarantee the reliability and accuracy of the opinions of the brokers whose opinions,
recommendations and forecasts it reports.
10. FNArena publishes this website, all publications and its periodicals strictly for convenient
personal, non‐commercial, educational and informational purposes of its subscribers only. Our goal
is to provide the subscribers with a convenient starting point of potentially useful, but not
comprehensive, content that can educate or otherwise enhance a visitor’s knowledge base and
frame of reference.
11. FNArena is NOT a stock broker or financial or trading advisor, nor is it an advisory service of any
kind, and no advice or recommendations on investments or trading are made nor implied on this
website. Nothing contained in this website is intended to be, nor shall it be construed as, advice or
recommendation. Any investment or other decisions made by you must be based solely on your own
evaluation of the targeted subject for investment, and your financial circumstances and investment
objectives, and FNArena will not be held liable for any such investments and decisions.
12. It is distinctly understood and accepted that the shares referred to in the FNArena website,
FNArena’s publications and/or periodicals have not been recommended by FNArena. The content
and or any comments found of this website, including the content and/or comments published in
any publication and/or periodicals published by FNArena, do not constitute a recommendation or
endorsement by FNArena with respect to any company, security, share or investment or any
financial or investment product.
13. This website makes no representations, and, to the extent allowed by the law, specifically
disclaims all warranties, express, implied or statutory, regarding the accuracy, timeliness,
completeness, merchantability or fitness for any particular purpose of any material contained in the
website.
14. Before making an investment decision, you must do your own research and rely on your own
examination of the share, and the risk involved, and not on what you read on the FNArena website,
or in any publication or periodical. The content of this website is provided strictly for convenient
personal, non‐commercial educational and informational purposes only and FNArena shall not be
held liable for any investment decisions, sales or purchase decisions, which you may have made
based on what you have read on this website or in the periodicals published by FNArena from time
to time, or in any other publications FNArena may publish on its website, or anywhere else, from
time to time. Anyone who makes investment decisions based on what they read on this website
does so at their own risk, and agrees that they cannot hold FNArena responsible and/or liable for
any loss whatsoever.

15. It is your responsibility to evaluate the completeness, accuracy and usefulness of any content
made available on this website. If you are unsure, or in doubt about the meaning of any information,
you should consult your financial advisor.
16. FNArena does not guarantee any returns on investments made in any share mentioned on this
website by the visitors. As any investor well knows, any investment opportunity, strategy or concept
involves a degree of risk and investors should not invest any funds unless they can afford to take the
risk of losing their investment. FNArena strongly suggests that you consult your own financial
advisors regarding the soundness of any intended investments, strategies or concepts, and discuss
with such advisor your individual investment needs and goals. You may also wish to consult the
broker who expressed the opinion we have reported on in the news periodicals we publish.
17. FNArena shall not be held liable to any visitor of the FN Arena website, or any reader of its
periodicals and/or publications, or anyone else who may have relied on this website, directly or
indirectly, for any inaccuracies in the printed material found on the FN Arena website, in the
periodicals and/or other publications, any typing errors, omissions, interruptions, timeliness,
completeness, deletions, defects, failure of performance, computer virus, communication line
failures, alterations of, or use of any content herein, regardless of cause, for any loss or damage
resulting therefrom.
18. Under no circumstances, including, but not limited to negligence, shall FNArena be liable for any
direct, indirect, incidental, special or consequential damages that result from the use of, or the
inability to use, the FNArena website, and any or the FNArena’s publications and/or periodicals.
19. As a condition of use of the FNArena Website, FNArena’s publications and periodicals, you agree
to indemnify FNArena and all those affiliated with it from and against any and all liabilities, expenses
(including legal costs) and damages arising out of claims resulting from your use of the FNArena
website, FNArena’s publications and periodicals. If you are uncertain about this agreement or the
contents of the FNArena’s website, or are dissatisfied in any shape or from, with the content of the
FNArena website, or any of the publications or periodicals, or you do not agree with these terms and
conditions, your sole and exclusive remedy is to discontinue using the FNArena website, FNArena’s
publications and periodicals.
20. FNArena may, from time to time, publish advice, opinions and statements of various third
parties, other than the ten stock brokers, and various other information and content providers.
FNArena does not represent or endorse the accuracy or reliability of any advice, opinion, statement
or other information provided by these third parties. Reliance upon any such opinion, advice,
statement, or other information is at your own risk.
21. The FNArena website may contain links and pointers to websites maintained by third parties.
FNArena does not operate or control in any respect any information, products or services on such
third‐party websites. Third party links are included solely for the convenience of visitors, and do not
constitute any endorsement by FNArena of any products or services provided by the third party link
owners or operators. FNArena has no control over any websites that we might link to and does not

take responsibility for their quality, content or suitability.
22. FNArena is not responsible for claims made by advertisers on the FN Arena website or in any of
its periodicals. Such advertisements are included solely for the convenience of visitors, and do not
constitute any endorsement by FNArena of any products or services advertised. FNArena does not
check the accuracy of the statements made by the advertisers. You assume sole responsibility for
the access and use of third party links and pointers from the FN Arena website, as well as any
purchases you may make from those third parties (including advertisers).
23. All the content, information and material made available on this website are provided to you “as
is” and without warranty of any kind from FNArena whether express or implied, including, but not
limited to, implied warranties of merchantability and fitness for a particular purpose, title, non‐
infringement, security or accuracy, nor does FNArena endorse or take any responsibility for the
accuracy or reliability of any opinion, advise or statement made through the FN Arena website, its
periodicals, or for making good all or part of any loss and/or damage that may have been caused by
the visitor’s reliance on any information, advise, product or service obtained from a linked website.
24. FNArena is not liable for any copyright infringements incurred by any outside content or
information contributors, or by third parties who have links to this website, or advertise on this
website.
25. FNArena reserves the right to make any and all changes to the FN Arena website, including the
publications and periodicals, at its sole discretion without notice to you. FNArena reserves the right
to deny access to this website or its information to anyone at any time.
26. This agreement shall be deemed to include all other notices, policies, disclaimers, and other
terms contained in the FNArena website, provided, however, that in the event of a conflict between
such other terms and the terms of this agreement, the terms of this agreement shall prevail.
27. FNArena shall have the right, at its discretion, to change, modify, add or remove terms of this
agreement at any time. Changes shall be effective immediately. Notification of any such changes
shall be made herein, therefore, you are strongly advised to read these terms each time you wish to
access the FN Arena website or any periodical.
28. No permission is granted to copy, distribute, modify, post or frame any text, graphics, video,
audio, software code, or viewer interface design or logos. The entire FNArena website, including the
publications and periodicals, is subject to copyright with all rights
reserved. The information contained in the website, including the publications and periodicals, shall
not be published, rewritten for broadcast or publication or redistributed in any medium, or for any
other reason whatsoever, without prior written permission from FNArena.
29. All original content is the copyrighted property of FNArena.
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This Report should be read in conjunction with our terms and disclaimer on page 17. 
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